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Abstract

We describe the Consistency Extractor System (ConsEx) that computes consistent answers to Dat-
alog queries with negation posed to relational databases that may be inconsistent with respect to
certain integrity constraints. In order to solve this task, ConsEx uses answers set programming.
More precisely, ConsEx uses disjunctive logic programs with stable models semantics to specify
and reason with the repairs, i.e. with the consistent virtual instances that minimally depart from
the original database. The consistent information is invariant under all repairs. ConsEx achieves
efficient query evaluation by implementing magic sets techniques. We describe the general
methodology, its optimizations for query answering, and the architecture of the system. We
also present encouraging experimental results.
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1. Introduction

Integrity constraints (ICs) capture the semantics of data with respect to the external real-
ity that the database is expected to model. Databases should satisfy their ICs, but in practice,
databases may become inconsistent with respect to them [10]. Nevertheless, in most cases only
a small portion of the data is inconsistent (i.e. participates in inconsistency with respect to the
ICs). In consequence, an inconsistent database can still give us useful and semantically correct
information. The process of characterizing and obtaining consistent answers to queries is called
Consistent Query Answering (CQA) [12].

Consistent query answering makes sense if, to make thing worse, it becomes impossible,
undesirable or too difficult to restore the consistency of the database by applying some form
of materialized data cleaning. Conventional data cleaning might be a non-deterministic and
expensive process, that also leads to a loss of potentially useful information. In some cases, we
might actually have no permission to modify data or a clear way about how to proceed in this
direction. This is the case, for example, when autonomous and independent data sources are
virtually integrated.
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Enforcing consistency at query time is an alternative to enforcing consistency at the instance
level. This idea is applicable in, among other situations, (a) virtual data integration, (b) in the
case of a single database on which, for better performance purposes, some ICs are not enforced,
(c) in the materialization of a database whose content is obtained from other sources. In the latter
case, the ETL process (Extract, Transform, and Load) can be seen, modeled and implemented as
the materialization of a process of CQA.

Before computing consistent answers to queries, they have to be formally characterized, in
precise logical terms. This was first done in [4]: Consistent answers to a query are invariant
under all the forms of restoring consistency by minimal changes on the database. The alternative
consistent versions of the original instance are called repairs. So, consistent answers are those
that can be obtained as usual answers from every repair. The notion of consistent answer is
related in spirit to the notion of certain answer as found, for example, in virtual data integration
[1]: Certain answers are those that are true of all the possible legal instances for the integration
system.

More precisely, given a relational database instance D and a set IC of ICs, a (minimal) repair
[4] is an instance D′ of the same schema, that satisfies IC, and differs from D by a minimal set
of whole database tuples under set inclusion. Repairs do not have to be materialized; actually
there may be too many of them [10]. In principle, they are virtual instances that are used to
give a model-theoretic definition of consistent answer. Mechanism for CQA can and have to be
assessed against this semantic definition.

Example 1. Consider the database schema Student(id, name). The functional dependency (FD)
id → name establishes that each student identifier is associated with a unique name value. The
first two tuples of the following database instance D, that can be the result of the integration of
two data sources, violate the FD:

Student
id name
1 smith
1 peter
2 jones

Consistency can be minimally restored by deleting either tuple Student(1, smith) or tuple Student
(1, peter). If we delete both tuples, the resulting database is not a repair since it does not satisfy
the minimality requirement. Therefore, there are two database repairs:

Student
id name
1 smith
2 jones

Student
id name
1 peter
2 jones

We can see that certain information persists in the repairs, e.g. tuple Student(2, jones) is in both
of them, reflecting the fact that it does not participate in the violation of the FD. On the other
hand, the “inconsistent tuples” Student(1, smith) and Student(1, peter) do not persist in all the
repairs. If we want to know the id of student jones, we can pose the query Student(x, jones). The
answer to this query is ⟨2⟩ in both repairs, therefore the consistent answer is ⟨2⟩.

Moreover, for the boolean disjunctive query Student(1, smith)∨ Student(1, peter), the consis-
tent answer is yes, since each repair satisfies one of the disjuncts in the query. Notice that if we
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had simultaneously deleted all the tuples participating in an inconsistency, we would have lost
this kind of information. 2

Already in [4] some computational mechanisms were presented that do not use or compute the
repairs, but pose a new, rewritten query to the given inconsistent database. The answers to the
new query are the consistent answers to the original query. Cf. [12] for a survey containing more
recent results of this kind.

The algorithm for CQA proposed in [4] -implemented and slightly extended in [25]- is ap-
plicable to limited classes of queries and ICs, e.g. projection-free conjunctive queries, functional
dependencies, full inclusion dependencies. In these cases, the first-order (FO) query can be
rewritten into a new FO query that posed and answered as usual to given instance, obtains the
consistent answers to the original query. Other FO query rewriting methods for CQA were pre-
sented in [27, 39, 46]. However, they are still limited in their applicability, which is due to the
intrinsic higher data complexity of CQA. Cf. [10, 12] for surveys in this direction, and [60] for
more recent results about non-FO rewritability of CQA. The on-the-fly, at query time, resolution
of inconsistencies is what makes the FO rewriting for CQA difficult or impossible. This is in
contrast to, for example, querying databases through DL-Lite ontologies by FO query rewrit-
ing [20], where the ontology basically extends the underlying database without being in logical
conflict with it.

As a consequence, languages for query rewriting than are more expressive than FO Logic
became necessary. Actually, they first and naturally emerged when logic programs were used to
specify the repairs, with the idea of query this compact specification of repairs in order to obtain
the consistent answers. In several papers [5, 8, 9, 15, 16, 32, 43], database repairs were specified
as the stable models of disjunctive logic programs with stable model semantics [40] (aka. answer
set programs). The logic programs that specify the repairs are called repair programs.

The logic programs introduced in [16] are most general and take into consideration the possi-
ble occurrences of null values in the databases. Furthermore, they capture the use of null values
for restoring consistency with respect to referential ICs (RICs). Actually, in [9, 16] it was shown
that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the stable models of the repair program and
the repairs with respect to RIC-acyclic sets of ICs, i.e. sets of constraints that do not present
cycles involving RICs (cf. Section 2).

The data complexity of CQA [27] matches the data complexity of query evaluation from dis-
junctive logic programs with stable model semantics, which in the general case is ΠP

2 -complete
[30]. However, it is possible to identify classes of ICs and queries, for which CQA has (provably)
lower data complexity. Among them we find those classes that allow for FO query rewriting, as
we mentioned above. For them CQA can be solved in polynomial time in data complexity. Also
coNP-complete cases have been identified [9, 27, 28, 39].

1.1. Problem Statement
Consistent answers to a query can be computed by evaluating a (properly modified) query

against the repair program. This can be done, e.g. with the DLV system [47]. However, using
repair programs for CQA in a straightforward and naive manner is not very efficient (cf. Section
6). Therefore, it becomes relevant to optimize their evaluation.

Optimizations for CQA have been studied and introduced before in the context of data in-
tegration. In [32] techniques to efficiently compute and store database repairs are described.
Basically, database facts participating in violations of universal ICs are located and extracted
from the database (which does not contain null values). This splits the database in two parts: (a)
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The affected database, which contains data violating the ICs. (b) The safe database, which stores
consistent data. That operation makes it possible to speed up the computation of repairs. They
are computed for the affected part only, and at a second stage they are combined with the safe
part. Even though this methodology reduces the amount of data participating in the evaluation
of repair programs, the focus is still on the computation of database repairs. In this paper we do
not concentrate on explicit computation of repairs, but on consistent query answering.

1.2. Contributions and Outline

In this work we show that only a subset of the program and of the database facts are needed
to compute answers to a specific query. This subset can be captured by using Magic Sets (MS)
methodologies which transform the combination of the query program and the repair program
into a new program that -in essence- contains a subset of the original rules in the repair program,
namely those that are relevant to evaluate the query at hand. In particular, with MS only a relevant
subset of the database will be used for query evaluation.

Classically, MS optimizes the bottom-up processing of queries in deductive (Datalog) databases
by simulating a top-down, query-directed evaluation [6, 7, 26]. Recently, the MS techniques have
been extended to logic programs with stable models semantics [35, 29, 42, 44].

In this paper we show how to adopt and adapt those techniques to our repair programs,
resulting in a sound and complete MS methodology for CQA from repair programs with program
constraints. This MS methodology is the one implemented in the ConsEx system. In Section
6, we show that the use of MS in the evaluation of queries considerably improves the execution
time.

In ConsEx we use, optimize, and implement the repair logic programs introduced in [16].
In consequence, ConsEx can be applied to relational databases containing NULL, and used for
CQA with respect to arbitrary universal ICs, acyclic sets of referential ICs, and NOT-NULL con-
straints. The NULL appearing in the database or introduced to restore consistency with respect
to RICs is as used in DBMSs that conform to the SQL standard. In [16] a FO semantics for
this kind of NULLs was presented. The notion of consistency used in [16] is relative to this
semantics, and the same applies to the repair semantics.

The queries supported by ConsEx are Datalog queries with negation, which goes beyond
first-order queries. Consistent answers to queries are computed by evaluating the magic version
of the program that consists of the general (query independent) repair program plus the particular
query. The magic program is automatically generated by ConsEx, and then it is internally passed
as an input to DLV, which evaluates it. All this is done in interaction with a IBM DB2 relational
DBMS.

ConsEx is the most general implementation of CQA, and the optimizations introduced both
on the repair programs and query answering make it an interesting tool for experimenting with
and doing CQA on real databases stored in a commercial DBMS. In ConsEx the execution time of
query programs is considerably faster than the naive execution of query programs against repairs
programs (cf. Section 6).

In this paper we also describe the methodologies implemented in ConsEx, and the features,
functionalities and performance of the system. We also state in precise terms and prove results
mentioned in [21]. This paper also provides all the logical foundations for the MS methodology
described in [22], and extends the experimental results presented therein.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we recall some concepts and
terminology. Section 3 describes the repair programs. Section 4 presents the MS methodology
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for query evaluation against repair programs. Section 5 describes the architecture and interface of
ConsEx. Section 6 presents the results of the experimental evaluation of CQA. Section 7 presents
conclusions and future work.

2. Preliminaries

In this section we introduce some relevant concepts, classes of integrity constraints, database
repairs, and consistent query answering.

2.1. Databases and integrity constraints
A relational database schema Σ = (U,R,B) consists of a possibly infinite database domain

U, with null ∈ U, a set R of database predicates onU, each of them with an ordered finite set of
attributes, and a set B of built-in predicates, e.g. <, >,=,,. R[i] denotes the attribute in position
i of predicate R ∈ R. There is a predicate IsNull(·) onU, such that IsNull(c) is true iff c is null.

A database instance for schema Σ is a finite set D of ground atoms of the form R(c1, ..., cn),
which are called database tuples. Here, R ∈ R and (c1, ..., cn) is a tuple of constants in U. The
extensions for built-in predicates are fixed, and possibly infinite in every database instance.

Queries are formulas over the first-order language L(Σ) determined by Σ. Given a database
instance D, a tuple of constants t̄ in U is an answer to a query Q(x̄) in D iff D |= Q(t̄) , i.e.
Q(x̄) becomes true in D when the variables in x̄ are replaced by the corresponding constants in t̄.
Sometimes we will also consider queries that are expressed in other logical languages based on
the predicates in Σ, e.g. queries in Datalog or in some of its extensions.

There is also a fixed set IC of integrity constraints, that are sentences in the first-order lan-
guage L(Σ). They are expected to be satisfied by any database instance of Σ, but they may not.
More precisely, in this paper an integrity constraint is a sentence ψ ∈ L(Σ) of the form [16]:

∀x̄(
m∧

i=1

Pi(x̄i) −→ ∃z̄(
n∨

j=1

Q j(ȳ j, z̄ j) ∨ φ)), (1)

where Pi,Q j ∈ R, x̄ =
∪m

i=1 x̄i, z̄ =
∪n

j=1 z̄ j, ȳ j ⊆ x̄, x̄∩ z̄ = ∅, z̄i∩ z̄ j = ∅ for i , j, and m ≥ 1.1

Here φ is a formula containing only disjunctions of built-in atoms from B, whose variables
appear in the antecedent of the implication.2 We will assume that there exists a propositional
atom false ∈ B that is always false in the database. Domain constants different from null may
appear in a constraint of the form (1). Particular cases of this general form are the universal and
the referential ICs.

A universal integrity constraint (UIC) is a sentence in L(Σ) that is logically equivalent to a
sentence of the form:

∀x̄(
m∧

i=1

Pi(x̄i) →
n∨

j=1

Q j(ȳ j) ∨ φ). (2)

A referential integrity constraint (RIC) is a sentence of the form:
∀x̄(P(x̄)→ ∃z̄ Q(ȳ, z̄)), (3)

with P,Q ∈ R, ȳ ⊆ x̄, and z̄ non-empty.3

1Note that if z̄i ∩ z̄ j , ∅ the formula can be rewritten as an equivalent formula such that z̄i ∩ z̄ j = ∅.
2The left hand side of a implication is called the antecedent, while that the right hand side is called the consequent of

the implication.
3For simplification purposes, we assume that the existential variables appear in the last attributes of Q, but they may

appear anywhere else in Q.
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Notice that our RICs contain at most one database atom in the consequent. For instance,
tuple-generating joins in the consequent are excluded, and this is due to the fact that RICs will
be repaired using null (for the existential variables), whose participation in joins is problematic.
It would be easy to adapt our repair programs and MS methodology by including joins in the
consequents and also the use of arbitrary non-null values in the domain or labeled nulls as used
in data exchange [36] to represent existentially quantified variables. However, these latter alter-
natives open the ground for undecidability of CQA [19] due to the potentially infinite number of
repairs that appear when violations of RICs are restored. This is avoided in our case by using the
null value null, with its SQL semantics, to restore consistency, as proposed in [16].

The class (1) of ICs includes most of the ICs commonly found in database practice, e.g. a
denial constraint can be expressed as ∀̄x̄(

∧m
i=1 Pi(x̄i) −→ false). Functional dependencies can

be expressed by several implications of the form (1), each of them with a single equality in the
consequent. Partial inclusion dependencies are RICs, and full inclusion dependencies are UICs.
We can also specify unary constraints, also called check constraints. They allow to express
conditions on each row of a table, and then they can be formulated with one predicate in the
antecedent of (1) and only a formula φ in the consequent. For example, ∀xy(P(x, y) → y > 0) is
a unary constraint.

Moreover, we consider NOT NULL-constraints (NNC), which are common in commercial
DBMSs. They prevent certain attributes from taking a null value. A NOT NULL-constraint is of
the form [16]:

∀x̄(P(x̄) ∧ IsNull(xi)→ false), (4)

where xi ∈ x̄ is in the position of the attribute that cannot take the null value. Notice that a NNC
is not of the form (1), because it contains the special predicate IsNull.

Example 2. Consider the schema Σ = {Student(id, name),Grad(id, name), Assistant(id, course)}.
The following are ICs:
(a) The functional dependency (FD) Student : id → name, expressed in L(Σ) by the UIC
∀id name1 name2(Student(id, name1) ∧ Student(id,name2)→ (name1 = name2)).
(b) The full inclusion dependency (IND) Grad[id,name] ⊆ Student[id, name], expressed by the
UIC ∀id name (Grad(id, name)→ Student(id, name)).
(c) The non-full inclusion dependency Assistant[id] ⊆ S tudent[id] can be expressed as a RIC
∀id course(Assistant(id, course) → ∃name Student(id, name)). Here, x̄ = (id, course), ȳ = (id), and
z̄ = (name).
(d) The NNC ∀id, name(Student(id, name) ∧ IsNull(id) → false) specifies that the first attribute of
relation Student cannot take a null value. Notice that the (a) and (d) together specify that id is
the primary key of relation Student. 2

We consider a fixed finite set IC of ICs of the forms (1) and (4). Notice that sets of constraints of
these forms are always logically consistent, in the classical sense, since database instances with
empty relations always satisfy them. RIC-acyclic sets of constraints will be particularly relevant.
We need some auxiliary notions before introducing them.

Definition 1. [21] The directed dependency graph G(IC) for a set IC of ICs of the form (1) and
(4) is defined as follows: Each database predicate P in R is a node. There is a directed edge
(Pi, P j) from Pi to P j iff there exists a constraint ψ ∈ IC, such that Pi appears in the antecedent
of ψ and P j appears in its consequent. In addition, there is an edge (Pi, Pi) from Pi to Pi if Pi

appears in the antecedent of a constraint ψ that has only built-in predicates in its consequent or
the IsNull predicate in its antecedent. Finally, a node of G(IC) is called a sink (source) if it has
only incoming (outgoing) edges. 2
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Intuitively, the directed dependency graph shows the interaction between predicates involved in
ICs. A connected component in a graph is a maximal subgraph such that, for every pair (A, B)
of its vertices, there is a path from A to B or from B to A. For a graph G, C(G) := {c | c is a
connected component in G}; andV(G) is the set of vertices of G.

Definition 2. [16] Given a set IC of UICs, RICs, and NNCs, ICU denotes the set of UICs and
NNCs in IC. The contracted dependency graph of IC, GC(IC), is obtained from G(IC) by replac-
ing, for every c ∈ C(G(ICU )),4 the vertices inV(c) by a single vertex and deleting all the edges
obtained from elements of ICU . Finally, IC is said to be RIC-acyclic if GC(IC) has no cycles. 2

In other words, the contracted dependency allows us to determine if a set of ICs is RIC-acyclic.

Example 3. Figure 1(a) shows the dependency graph G(IC) for the set IC of UICs containing
φ1 : ∀x(S (x) → Q(x)) and φ2 : ∀x(Q(x) → R(x)), the RIC φ3 : ∀x(Q(x) → ∃yT (x, y)), and the NNC
∀x(S (x) ∧ IsNull(x)→ false).

Figure 1: Dependency Graph G(IC) and Contracted Dependence Graph GC(IC)

Edges 1 and 2 correspond to the UICs φ1 and φ2 resp., edge 3 to the referential IC, and edge 4 to the NNC.
Nodes R and T are sink nodes.

Figure 1(b) shows the contracted dependency graph GC(IC), which is obtained by replacing in G(IC)
the vertices Q,R, S by a vertex labeled with {Q,R, S }, and deleting edges 1, 2, and 4. Since there are no
loops in GC(IC), the set IC is RIC-acyclic. However, if we add a new UIC: ∀xy(T (x, y) → R(y)) to IC,
all the vertices belong to the same connected component. Figure 2 shows G(IC) and GC(IC), respectively.
Since there is a self-loop in GC(IC), the set of ICs is not RIC-acyclic.

Q,R,S
T

3

Figure 2: Non-RIC-acyclic Set of ICs

2

A set of UICs is always RIC-acyclic, as expected.

4Notice that, for every c ∈ C(G(ICU )), it holds c ∈ C(G(IC)).
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2.2. Constraint satisfaction and null values
A database instance D is consistent if it satisfies the given set IC of ICs. Otherwise, it is

inconsistent with respect to IC. The semantics of constraint satisfaction in presence of the null
value we consider in this paper was defined in [16]. Now we briefly recall it.

Definition 3. [16] (a) For t a term, i.e. a variable or a domain constant, let posR(ψ, t) be the set
of positions in predicate R ∈ R where term t appears in IC ψ. The set of relevant attributes for
an IC ψ of the form (1) is:
A(ψ) = {R[i] | x is variable present at least twice in ψ, 5 and i ∈ posR(ψ, x)}

∪ {R[i] | c is a constant in ψ and i ∈ posR(ψ, c)}.6
(b) For a set A of attributes and a predicate P ∈ R, PA denotes the predicate P restricted to
the attributes in A. DA denotes the database D with all its database atoms projected onto the
attributes inA. DA has the same underlying domainU as D. 2

In other words, the set of relevant attributes associated to an IC contains the attributes that have
to be considered when checking the satisfaction of the constraint, e.g. the attributes in joins, in
built-ins, etc. Notice that if the built-ins have variables that are redundant or not needed, this
might have the undesirable effect of transforming an attribute in relevant when it does not need
to. For example the constraint ∀xy(P(x, y) → y > 3 ∨ x = x) is equivalent to ∀xy(P(x, y) → y > 3),
but the first has relevant attributes x and y (more precisely, P[1], P[2]) and the second one, only
y (or P[2]). Possibly unnecessary checks will not produce any logical problem.

Example 4. Consider the UIC ψ : ∀xyz(P(x, y, z) → R(x, y)) and the database instance D =

{P(a, b, null), P(b, null, a),R(a, b)}. Here variables x and y appear twice in ψ, thusA(ψ) = {P[1],R[1],
P[2],R[2]}. Since we want to verify if the values in the first two attributes in P also appear in R,
the variable z (or attribute P[3]) is not relevant to check the satisfaction of the constraint.

DA(ψ) = {PA(ψ)(a, b), PA(ψ)(b, null),RA(ψ)(a, b)} is the database instance restricted to the attributes
that are relevant to check ψ. 2

Intuitively, a constraint is satisfied if any of the relevant attributes has a null or the constraint is
satisfied in the traditional way, that is, according to first-order satisfaction and with null values
treated as any other constant. In order to indicate that an attribute takes the null value, we use
the special predicate IsNull(·). This predicate is needed since using the built-in comparison atom
c = null will not work in traditional database management systems, where this equality would be
always evaluated as unknown (the unique names assumption does not apply to null values [54]).

Definition 4. [16] (a) A constraint ψ of the form (1) is satisfied in the database instance D,
denoted D |=N ψ, iff DA(ψ) |= ψN , where ψN is:

∀x̄(
m∧

i=1

PA(ψ)
i (x̄i) → (

∨
v j∈A(ψ)∩x̄

IsNull(v j) ∨ ∃z̄(
n∨

j=1

QA(ψ)
j (ȳ j, z̄ j) ∨ φ))), (5)

with x̄ = ∪m
i=1 x̄i and z̄ = ∪n

j=1z̄ j. DA(ψ) |= ψN refers to the classical first-order satisfaction with
null treated as any other constant inU.
(b) A NNC ψ of the form (4) is satisfied in the database instance D iff D |= ψ in the classical
sense, treating null as any other constant. 2

5If a variable appears at least twice in a IC, then it is involved in a join, or it is in the antecedent and in the consequence
of the IC, or it is in a built-in atom. In all these cases, the variable (actually, the corresponding attribute) is relevant.

6Remember that R[i] denotes the attribute in position i of relation R.
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That is, an IC of the form (1) is satisfied whenever: (a) there exists a null value in any of the
relevant attributes in the antecedent, or (b) if no null appears in the antecedent, then the second
disjunction in the consequent of formula (5) is satisfied, which corresponds to the consequent of
the original IC restricted to the relevant attributes. This check can be done as usual, treating nulls
as any other constant.

Example 5. (example 4 cont.) To check if D |=N ψ with ψ : ∀xyz(P(x, y, z) → R(x, y)), we need to
verify if DA(ψ) |= ∀xy(PA(ψ)(x, y)→ (IsNull(x) ∨ IsNull(y) ∨ RA(ψ)(x, y))).
(a) For x = a and y = b, DA(ψ) |= PA(ψ)(a, b), since none of them is a null value, i.e. IsNull(a) and
IsNull(b) are both false, we need to check if DA(ψ) |= RA(ψ)(a, b), which in this case is true.
(b) For x = b and y = null, DA(ψ) |= PA(ψ)(b, null), since there is a null in a relevant attribute, i.e.
IsNull(null) is true, the constraint is trivially satisfied.

As a consequence, and since there are no tuples that violate the IC, the database instance D
is consistent regarding IC.

The database instance D′ = {P(a, b, null), P(b, b, a),R(a, b)} is inconsistent regarding the UIC
ψ : ∀xyz(P(x, y, z) → R(x, y)). This is because, for x = b and y = b, DA(ψ) |= PA(ψ)(b, b), but since
none of them is a null value, we need to check if DA(ψ) |= RA(ψ)(b, b), which in this case is false. 2

2.3. Database repairs
When inconsistency arises in a database instance D, it can be restored by deleting and/or

inserting database tuples. This applies in particular to violations of RICs. Assume, for example,
that the RIC is ψ : ∀x∀y(P(x, y) → ∃z R(x, z)), and that D = {P(a, b)}, which is inconsistent with
respect to ψ. Consistency can be restored by deleting the database tuple P(a, b) or inserting a
database tuple of the form R(a, d), where d ∈ U. We will prefer to restore consistency by taking
d = null, whenever possible (e.g. an NNC could prevent us from making this choice).

As originally defined in [4], a repair is a new database instance with the same schema as D
that now satisfies the ICs, and minimally differs from the D with respect to set inclusion. The
notion of repair we will use in this paper departs from the one in [4], where any (not null) value
in the database domain could be chosen to satisfy the RIC. In consequence, now we need new
notions of distance between database instances and of repair that take in account the preference
for a null value when satisfying a RIC.

Definition 5. [4] Let D,D′ be database instances over the same schema and domain. The
distance, ∆(D,D′), between D and D′ is the symmetric difference ∆(D,D′) = (DrD′)∪(D′rD).
2

We use this distance to define a partial order between database instances.

Definition 6. [16] Let D,D′,D′′ be database instances over the same schema and domainU. It
holds D′ ≤D D′′ iff:

1. For every atom P(ā) ∈ ∆(D,D′), with ā ∈ (U r {null})n where n is the arity of P7, it holds
that P(ā) ∈ ∆(D,D′′).

2. For every atom Q(ā, null) ∈ ∆(D,D′),8 with ā ∈ (U r {null})n, there exists a b̄ ∈ U, such
that Q(ā, b̄) ∈ ∆(D,D′′) and Q(ā, b̄) < ∆(D,D′). 2

7That ā ∈ (U r {null})n means that each of the elements in tuple ā belongs to (U r {null})n.
8null is a tuple of null values, that for simplification purposes, are placed in the last attributes of Q, but could be

anywhere else in Q.
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This partial order is used to define the repairs of an inconsistent database.

Definition 7. [16] Given a database instance D and a set IC of ICs of the form (1), and NNCs
of the form (4), a repair of D with respect to IC is a database instance D′, such that: (a) It has
the same schema as D, (b) D′ |=N IC, and (c) D′ is ≤D-minimal in the class of database instances
that satisfy (a) and (b). The set of repairs of D with respect to IC is denoted by Rep(D, IC). 2

In particular, this definition requires from a repair D′ that there is no database D′′ with similar
properties, such that D′′ <D D′, where D′′ <D D′ means D′′ ≤D D′ but not D′ ≤D D′′. If null is
absent fromU, this definition of repair coincides with the one in [4].

There are good reasons for adopting the repair semantics in [4] when dealing with RICs. First,
using the null value of SQL databases is more natural from the point of view of database practice.
Second, DBMSs consider only one null value, and labeled nulls cannot be implemented in SQL-
complaint DBMSs. Third, under our repair semantics, even with RIC-cyclic ICs, CQA becomes
decidable [16]. However, with the repair semantics in [4], either with arbitrary domain elements
or arbitrarily many labeled nulls to restore consistency of RIC-cyclic ICs, CQA is undecidable
[19]. Having said that, it is important to emphasize that the notion of IC satisfaction has to be
properly defined in the presence of the single SQL null. This was done in Definition 4, which is a
logical reconstruction of IC satisfaction of ICs under SQL databases (with null). For example, ac-
cording to that semantics (and the practice with SQL databases), the only repair for the database
D = {P(a)} with respect to the set ICs IC = {∀x(P(x) → ∃yQ(x, y, y)),∀xy(Q(x, y, y) → R(y)}
would be D′ = {P(a),Q(a, null, null)}, which does satisfy the ICs under the adopted semantics.

The choice of the SQL-null repair semantics is essentially orthogonal to the methodology for
query answering being presented in this paper. Our repair programs could be easily adapted to
“theoretical” relational databases (without SQL nulls) where inconsistencies with respect to RICs
are solved by using arbitrary database domain or a set of labeled nulls. Of course, in this case
the repair program would include an domain predicate whose extension is infinite, potentially
producing infinitely many repairs. This would lead to the undecidability results mentioned above.

We will assume that the ICs in IC are of the form (1) or NNCs of the form (4), but they are
non-conflicting, in the sense that there is no NNC on an attribute of a relation that is existentially
quantified in an IC of the form (1).9 Now we can define the notion of consistent answer to
queries.

Definition 8. [4] A tuple t̄ of elements ofU is a consistent answer to a query Q(x̄) from D with
respect to IC if t̄ is an answer to Q(x̄) in every D′ ∈ Rep(D, IC). If the query Q is a sentence
(or boolean query), the consistent answer is yes if Q is true in every repair D′ of D; and no,
otherwise. 2

Example 6. Consider the database schema Σ = {S(id,name),R(id, name), T(id,dept),W(id, dept, since)},
the instance D = {S (a, c), S (b, c),R(b, c),T (a, null),W(null, b, c)}, and IC = {∀xy(S (x, y) → R(x, y)),∀xy
(T (x, y) → ∃zW(x, y, z)),∀xyz(W(x, y, z) ∧IsNull(x) → false)}. The instance D is inconsistent with
respect to IC, because:

(a) S (a, c) is in D but R(a, c) is not, therefore the IC ∀xy(S (x, y) → R(x, y)) is violated. Con-
sistency can be restored by inserting R(a, c) or deleting S (a, c).

9It is not difficult to treat the more general case where this restriction is not imposed, but the presentation would be
more complex.
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(b) Tuple W(null, b, c) is in D violating IC ∀xyz(W(x, y, z) ∧ IsNull(x) → false). In this case,
consistency may be restored by deleting tuple W(null, b, c).

There are two database repairs. D1 = {S (a, c), S (b, c),R(b, c),R(a, c),T (a, null)}, with differ-
ence, ∆(D,D1) = {R(a, c),W(null, b, c)}, in terms of whole tuples, with respect to the original
database instance D. D2 = {S (b, c),R(b, c),T (a, null)}, with ∆(D,D2) = {S (a, c),W(null, b, c)}.
The database instance D3 = {} is consistent with respect to IC, but it is not a repair since it does
not satisfy minimality. In fact, ∆(D,D3) = {S (a, c), S (b, c),R(b, c), T (a, null),W(null, b, c)}, and
D2 <D D3.

Consider the instance D = {P(a)} and the set of ICs IC : {∀x(P(x)→ ∃yQ(x, y, y)),∀xy(Q(x, y, y)→
R(y))}. Instance D is inconsistent with respect to IC since P(a) is in D but there is no tuple in
relation Q with a as a first argument. There is one repair D1 = {P(a),Q(a, null, null)}, with
∆(D,D1) = {Q(a, null, null)}. Note that the new tuple Q(a, null, null) does not violate the second
IC since there is a null in a relevant attribute of Q (the attribute representing by variable y). The
database instance D2 = {P(a),Q(a, d, d)}, for any d ∈ U different from null, is not a repair: Since
∆(D,D2) = {Q(a, d, d)}, we have D1 <D D2 and, therefore D2 is not ≤D-minimal. The consistent
answer to query Q: Q(x, y, z) is ⟨a, null, null⟩. There are no consistent answers to query Q: R(x).
If RICs where restored by adding arbitrary values from the domain, then repairs for this instance
would be of the form {P(a),Q(a, β, β),R(β)} where β is a value from the database domain. 2

3. Repair Programs

We can use disjunctive logic programs (DLPs) with a stable models semantics [40] to specify
database repairs. The idea is that, given an inconsistent database instance D and a set IC of RIC-
acyclic ICs, a repair program Π(D, IC) is constructed, in such a way that there is a one-to-one
correspondence between the stable models of Π(D, IC) and the repairs of D [9, 16].

Repair programs use annotation constants whose role is to enable the definition of atoms
that can become true (inserted) or false (deleted) into/from instances in order to satisfy the ICs.
The idea is to use logic programming rules to specify what to do when a database violates an
IC. Actually, each atom of the form P(ā) (except for those that refer to the original extensional
database) receives an annotation constant from those shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Annotation Constants

Annotation Atom The tuple P(ā) is ...

ta P(ā, ta) P(ā) is advised to be made true.
fa P(ā, fa) P(ā) is advised to be made false
t⋆ P(ā, t⋆) P(ā) is true or is made true
t⋆⋆ P(ā, t⋆⋆) P(ā) is true in the repair

Since the original database facts do not receive annotations, we also introduce an expanded
version P of each database predicate P. The former has an extra argument to accommodate the
annotation constant.

Annotations are introduced and used as follows: First, for each IC we introduce a disjunctive
program rule whose body captures the violation of the IC, and whose head describes how to
restore the consistency by deleting or inserting tuples (but not both by the minimality of stable
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models of the program). The atoms in the disjunctive head use the ta, fa annotations, that have
the intended meaning of “advising to make true (false) the atom”, i.e. inserting (deleting) it into
(from) the database. That is, the atom P(ā, ta) suggest the insertion of P(ā); and P(ā, fa), the
deletion of P(ā).

For example, for the inclusion dependency in Example 6

∀xy(S (x, y) → R(x, y)), (6)

the disjunctive program rule 7 specifies that if S (x, y) is in the database, but R(x, y) is not, i.e.
there is a violation of the constraint that is captured by the rule body, then consistency is restored
by either deleting S (x, y), which receives constant fa in the head of the rule, or by inserting
R(x, y), which receives the ta constant.

S (x, y, fa) ∨ R(x, y, ta)← S (x, y), not R(x, y), (7)

This rule would work well if consistency restoration were only a single step process. How-
ever, there might be several, logically interacting ICs, and the process may take more steps.
Insertions and deletions done in between have to be taken into account since they could produce
new inconsistencies, until the whole process stabilizes. In order to keep track of both original
database tuples and also new ones in the database along the repair process, we use the annotation
constant t⋆.

For example, if due to an IC other than (6), S (c, a, ta) is generated and R(c, a) is not in the
database, or R(c, a) has been made false due to R(c, a, fa), the constraint (6) is violated once
again. However, the rule (7) will not be able to restore consistency, because the violation is not
due to original tuples in the database. In consequence, the program rule (7) has to be changed to

S (x, y, fa) ∨ R(x, y, ta)← S (x, y, t⋆), not R(x, y), (8)

where the atom S (x, y, t⋆) has to be specified according to its intended meaning of indicating true
atoms along the repair process, i.e. as S (x, y) or S (x, y, ta) being true. This has to be specified
for each database predicate (cf. item 5. in Definition 9 below).

For similar reasons, the rule (9) has to be added to the program, accompanying rule (8). This
rule captures the case when S (c, a, ta) has been generated, but R(c, a) has been made false (i.e.
R(c, a, fa) has been generated), which again causes the violation of (6):

S (x, y, fa) ∨ R(x, y, ta)← S (x, y, t⋆),R(x, y, fa). (9)

A stable model of the program is coherent if it does not contain a pair of atoms of the form
P(ā, ta), P(ā, fa). That is, a database atom is never both inserted and deleted.

Finally, we have to be able to read off the atoms that belong to a repair. They are those
that were eventually inserted into the database or were already in the original instance and were
never deleted. The annotation constant t⋆⋆ allows to collect all these atoms, for each database
predicate (cf. item 6. in Definition 9). The following general program, introduced, extended and
optimized in a series of papers [9, 15, 16, 21], captures all these ideas.

Definition 9. Given a database instance D, a set IC of UICs, RICs, and NNCs, the repair program
Π(D, IC) contains:

1. P(ā), for each atom P(ā) ∈ D.
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2. For every UIC ψ of the form (2), the set of rules:∨m
i=1 P i(x̄i, fa) ∨∨n

j=1 Q j(ȳ j, ta) ← ∧m
i=1 P i(x̄i, t⋆),

∧
Q j∈Q′ Q j(ȳ j, fa),∧

Qk∈Q′′ not Qk(ȳk),
∧

xl∈A(ψ)∩x̄ xl , null, φ̄,
for every pair of sets Q′ and Q′′ of atoms appearing in formula (2) such that Q′ ∪ Q′′ =∪n

j=1{Q j} and Q′ ∩ Q′′ = ∅, where A(ψ) is the set of relevant attributes for ψ, x̄ =
∪n

i=1 xi,
and φ̄ is a conjunction of built-ins that is equivalent to the negation of φ.

3. For every RIC ψ of the form (3), the rules:
P (x̄, fa) ∨ Q (ȳ, null, ta)← P (x̄, t⋆), not auxψ(ȳ), ȳ , null.
And for every zi ∈ z̄: auxψ(ȳ)← Q (ȳ, z̄, t⋆), not Q (ȳ, z̄, fa), ȳ , null, zi , null.

4. For every NNC of the form (4), the rule: P (x̄, fa)← P (x̄, t⋆), xi = null.
5. For each predicate P ∈ R, the annotation rules:

P (x̄, t⋆)← P(x̄). P (x̄, t⋆)← P (x̄, ta).
6. For every predicate P ∈ R, the interpretation rule:

P (x̄, t⋆⋆) ← P (x̄, t⋆), not P (x̄, fa).
7. For every predicate P ∈ R that is not a sink or a source node in G(IC), the program con-

straint: ← P (x̄, ta), P (x̄, fa). 2

We can see that our repair programs may have rules whose heads are disjunctions of positive
literals, and their bodies may contain positive or negative literals with weak negation for negative
literals.

Example 7. Consider the database schema Σ = {S(id,name),R(id, name), T(id,dept),W(id, dept, since)},
the instance D = {S (a, c), S (b, c),R(b, c),T (a, null),W(null, b, c)}, and IC = {∀xy(S (x, y) → R(x, y)),∀xy
(T (x, y)→ ∃zW(x, y, z)),∀xyz(W(x, y, z) ∧IsNull(x)→ false)} presented in Example 6. The repair pro-
gram Π(D, IC) contains the following rules:
1. S (a, c). S (b, c). R(b, c). T (a, null). W(null, b, c).
2. S (x, y, fa) ∨ R(x, y, ta)← S (x, y, t⋆),R(x, y, fa), x , null, y , null.

S (x, y, fa) ∨ R(x, y, ta)← S (x, y, t⋆), not R(x, y), x , null, y , null.
3. T (x, y, fa) ∨W(x, y, null, ta)← T (x, y, t⋆), not aux(x, y), x , null, y , null.

aux(x, y)← W(x, y, z, t⋆), not W (x, y, z, fa), x , null, y , null, z , null.
4. W(x, y, z, fa)← W(x, y, z, t⋆), x = null.
5. S (x, y, t⋆)← S (x, y).

S (x, y, t⋆)← S (x, y, ta).
6. S (x, y, t⋆⋆)← S (x, y, t⋆), not S (x, y, fa).

 (Similarly for R, T,W)

7. ← W(x, y, z, ta),W (x, y, z, fa).
The rules in 2. establish how to repair the database with respect to the first IC: by making S (x, y)
false or R(x, y) true. These rules are constructed by choosing all the possible sets Q′ and Q′′

such that Q′ ∪ Q′′ = {R(x, y)} and Q′ ∩ Q′′ = ∅. The first rule in 2 considers Q′ = {R(x, y)} and
Q′′ = ∅. The second corresponds to Q′ = ∅ and Q′′ = {R(x, y)}. Note that conditions of the
form x , null appear for the variables corresponding to relevant attributes only. The rules in 3.
specify the form of restoring consistency with respect to the RIC: by deleting T (x, y) or inserting
W(x, y, null). Here, only the variables in the antecedent of the RIC cannot take null values. Rule
4. indicates how to restore consistency with respect to the NNC: by eliminating W(x, y, z).

Finally, the program constraint 7. filters out possible non-coherent stable models of the
program, those that have an W-atom annotated with both ta and fa. For the program in this
example, given the logical relationship between the ICs, this phenomenon could happen only for
predicate W. This is because in the corresponding dependency graph for the ICs W is not either
a sink or a source node.
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The program has two stable models:10

M1 = {S (a, c, t⋆), S (b, c, t⋆),R(b, c, t⋆), T (a, null, t⋆),W(null, b, c, t⋆), W(null, b, c, fa),R(a, c, ta),

S (a, c, t⋆⋆), S (b, c, t⋆⋆),R(b, c, t⋆⋆),R(a, c, t⋆),R(a, c, t⋆⋆),T (a, null, t⋆⋆)},
M2 = {S (a, c, t⋆), S (b, c, t⋆),R(b, c, t⋆), T (a, null, t⋆),W(null, b, c, t⋆),W(null, b, c, fa), S (a, c, fa),

S (b, c, t⋆⋆),R(b, c, t⋆⋆), T (a, null,t⋆⋆)}.

Thus, consistency is recovered, according to M1 by inserting atom R(a, c) and deleting atom
W(null, b, c) ({R(a, c, ta),W(null, b, c, fa)} ∈ M1); or, according toM2 by deleting atoms {S (a, c),
W(null, b, c)} ({S (a, c, fa), W(null, b, c, fa)} ∈ M2). Two repairs can be obtained by concentrating
on the underlined atoms in the stable models: {S (a, c), S (b, c),R(b, c), R(a, c), T (a, null)} and
{S (b, c),R(b, c), T (a, null)}, as expected. 2

The repair program of Definition 9 is a sound and complete specification of database repairs with
respect to RIC-acyclic sets of UICs of the form (2), RICs of the form (3), and NNCs of the form
(4) [9, 16]11.

In order to use repair programs to compute consistent answers, queries have to be expressed
as logic programs. For example, a first-order query can be translated into a logic program,
namely as a program in non-recursive Datalog, possibly with negation [49]. Alternatively, the
query can be expressed directly in Datalog.12 Either way, given a query Q(x̄), a query program
Π(Q) is generated by first expressing Q as a Datalog program with a query atom Ans(x̄), and next
replacing every database atom P(s̄) in the program by P(s̄, t⋆⋆).

In consequence, in order to get consistent answers, Π(Q) is combined (or run) with the repair
program Π(D, IC). The consistent answers to query Q are the ground atoms in the intersection of
all the extensions of the Ans predicate in the different stable models of the program. We can see
that CQA becomes a form of cautious or skeptical reasoning under the stable models semantics
[40].

Example 8. (example 7 cont.) For the Datalog query Q : Ans(x)← S (b, x), the program Π(Q) is
Ans(x)← S (b, x, t⋆⋆). The query predicate Ans collects the answers to the query. The combined
program Π(D, IC,Q) = Π(D, IC) ∪ Π(Q) has two stable models:

MA
1 = {S (a, c, t⋆), S (b, c, t⋆),R(b, c, t⋆), T (a, null, t⋆),W (null, b, c, t⋆),W(null, b, c, fa),R(a, c, ta),

S (a, c, t⋆⋆), S (b, c, t⋆⋆),R(b, c, t⋆⋆),R(a, c, t⋆),R(a, c, t⋆⋆), T (a, null, t⋆⋆),Ans(c)},
MA

2 = {S (a, c, t⋆), S (b, c, t⋆),R(b, c, t⋆), T (a, null, t⋆),W (null, b, c, t⋆),W(null, b, c, fa), S (a, c, fa),

S (b, c, t⋆⋆),R(b, c, t⋆⋆), T (a, null, t⋆⋆),Ans(c)}.

In them, the atoms that are potentially relevant to answer a query program are underlined. The
answers to the query are the cautious answers, i.e. the ground Ans-atoms in the intersection of
all stable models. In this case, the stable models have only atom Ans(c) in common. Thus, the
only consistent answer to Q is ⟨c⟩. 2

10Stable models are displayed without showing their auxiliary (aux) atoms and facts.
11For non-RIC-acyclic ICs, the repair program provides a provably complete specification, but may have stable models

that do not correspond to repairs [15].
12From now on, when we refer to Datalog, we mean Datalog itself or any of its extensions with weak negation.
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3.1. Stratification and repair programs

In this section we analyze repair programs with respect to the property of stratification. The
results we obtain are important since they allow us to use the results presented in [29] and [35]
to prove soundness and completeness of our magic set methodology for CQA. This will be done
in the next section. The following definition was given in [34] for disjunctive programs with
negation but no program constraints.

Definition 10. [34] A disjunctive program Π without program denials is stratified if it is possi-
ble to decompose the predicates in Π into pairwise disjoint sets S 0, S 1, . . . , S k, such that: if a
predicate P ∈ S i occurs in the head of a rule r of Π and a predicate P′ occurs in the same rule,
then:
(a) P′ ∈ S i, if P′ occurs in the head of r.
(b) P′ ∈ S j with j ≤ i, if P′ occurs positively in the body of r.
(c) P′ ∈ S j with j < i, if P′ occurs negatively in the body of r. 2

Any such decomposition is a stratification of Π, and it induces a decomposition of the rules of Π
into subsets s0, . . . , sk, where si contains all the rules that define a predicate P ∈ S i. In a stratified
program we find no cyclic interaction of recursion and negation.

If we strictly apply this definition of stratification to the repair programs of Definition 9, they
turn out to be non-stratified due to the way recursion and negation are used. However, a closer
look at the program reveals that this combination is due to the use of a same expanded database
predicate for accommodating different annotation constants. If we used different predicates for
different annotations, this problem would disappear. Actually, we will show now that the repair
programs, without considering their program constraints, can be translated into stratified DLPs
that have essentially the same semantics.

We can also characterize stratification of a disjunctive program by focalizing on its predicate
dependency graph.

Definition 11. (a) The predicate dependency graph G(Π) = (V, E) of a disjunctive program
without program constraints Π is a marked directed graph constructed as follows: For each
predicate P there is a node P in V . There is a directed edge (P, P′) ∈ E, from P to P′, if there is
a rule r in Π and P and P′ occur both in the head of r; or P occurs in the body of r, and P′ in its
head. This edged is marked, say with ⋆, if P occurs under negation.
(b) An odd cycle in G(Π) is a cycle comprising an odd number of marked arcs. 2

The notion of odd cycle introduced here will be used in Section 4. As for normal programs [3],
we obtain the following simple, alternative characterization of stratified programs that is based
in the predicate dependency graph of programs. This characterization of stratified programs will
be useful for the formulation of Lemmas 2, and 3 in Section 4.

Proposition 1. A disjunctive programΠwithout program constraints is stratified iff its predicate
dependency graph G(Π) has no cycle with a marked arc.

Proof. The proof is similar to the one in [3] for normal programs. If a disjunctive program Π
without program constraints is stratified, then the definition of each relation symbol P is con-
tained in some stratum of Π. Let s(P) be a function that returns the index of the stratum where
predicate P is defined. The following holds: (a) If the edge (P, P′) is not marked in the predicate
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dependency graph G(Π), then s(P) ≤ s(P′). (b) If (P, P′) is a marked edge, then s(P) < s(P′). In
consequence, there are no cycles in the dependency graph trough a marked edge.

In the other direction, decompose the predicate dependency graph into strongly connected
components of maximum cardinality. In each of them, any two nodes are connected in a cycle.
We can establish the relation “there is an edge from component A to component B”, which is
finite and contains no cycles. Now, assign numbers 0, . . . , n, for some n ≥ 0, to the components,
in such a way that, if there is an edge from A to B, then the number assigned to A is smaller
than the number assigned to B. Let si be the subset of program Π consisting of the definitions
of all predicates which belong to component i. We claim that s0, . . . , sn is a stratification of Π.
Moreover, Π = so ∪ · · · ∪ sn.

In fact, if a predicate P1 ∈ si is in the head of a rule r and a predicate P2 is also in the head
of r, then P2 is in stratum si, i.e., both predicates have their definitions in si. If P2 is in the body
of r, then P2 is in stratum si or in a stratum s j with j < i. In other words, the definition of P2 is
in some s j with j ≤ i. If P2 occurs under negation, then it lies in a stratum s j with j < i, because
by assumption there is no cycle trough a marked edge. Therefore, its definition is contained in
some subset s j with j < i. 2

In the following, we will identify a “natural” stratification of a repair program. In order to do this,
we need to introduce a syntactic modification of the program, one that tells apart occurrences of
a same predicate with different annotations.

Definition 12. Let Π be a program with program constraints PC:
(a) Π−c := (Πr PC).
(b) Πa is the program obtained from Π by replacing each atom of the form P (x̄, d), with d ∈
{fa, ta, t⋆, t⋆⋆}, by the atom Pd(x̄). 2

Example 9. (example 7 cont.) Π−c
a (D, IC) has, among others, the rules:

S fa (x, y) ∨ Rta (x, y)← S t⋆ (x, y),Rfa (x, y), x , null, y , null.
S fa (x, y) ∨ Rta (x, y)← S t⋆ (x, y), not R(x, y), x , null, y , null.
Figure 3 shows the predicate dependency graph G(Π−c

a (D, IC)), restricted to predicates S and R.
The complete graph would also contain nodes for predicates T,W, and aux.

The following is a possible stratification for programΠ−c
a (D, IC): s1: {S ,R, T,W}, s2: {S fa , S ta ,

S t⋆ ,Rfa ,Rta ,Rt⋆ ,Tt⋆ ,Wfa , Wt⋆ }, s3: {aux}, s4: {Tfa ,Wta }, s5: {S t⋆⋆ ,Rt⋆⋆ ,Tt⋆⋆ ,Wt⋆⋆ }. 2

Proposition 2. For a repair program Π(D, IC), the modified program Π−c
a (D, IC) is stratified. 2

This proposition follows from the fact that G(Π−c
a (D, IC)) does not contain marked cycles. The

proposition tells us that a repair program without its program denials is essentially stratified.
From the point of view of the model computation, it behaves as a stratified program. However,
if we keep the program denials, Πa(D, IC) can be unstratified. This is because, in order to verify
the notion of stratification, a denial of the form ← P(x̄, ta), P(x̄, fa) has to be rewritten into
p← Pta (x̄), Pfa (x̄), not p, which destroys stratification.

Corollary 1. For every repair program Π(D, IC) that does not have program constraints, the
program Πa(D, IC) is stratified. 2

For example, and according to this result, if IC consists only of denial constraints, e.g. functional
dependencies,13 then the repair program has no program denials, and turns out to be essentially

13Functional dependencies can be represented as denial constraints. For instance, the FD ∀xyz(P(x, y), P(x, z) → (y =
z)) is equivalent to the denial constraint (with built-ins) ∀xyz(P(x, y), P(x, z), y , z→ false).
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Figure 3: Predicate Dependency Graph G(Π−c
a (D, IC))

stratified. For the next section, the following corollary will be useful.

Corollary 2. For every repair program Π(D, IC), G(Π−c
a (D, IC)) does not have odd cycles. 2

The results in this section also hold for sets of ICs that are not RIC-acyclic (cf. Definition 2). The
following example shows a repair program for a non-RIC-acyclic set of ICs, for whichΠ−c

a (D, IC)
is stratified.

Example 10. The set IC = {∀x(S (x) → Q(x)),∀x(Q(x) → ∃yT (x, y)),∀xy(T (x, y) → Q(y))} is non-
RIC-acyclic because there is a cycle involving the RIC ∀x(Q(x)→ ∃yT (x, y)). Consider the incon-
sistent database instance D = {S (a),Q(a)}, the program Π−c

a (D, IC) has the rules:
S (a). Q(a).
S fa (x) ∨ Qta (x)← S t⋆ (x),Qfa (x), x , null.
S fa (x) ∨ Qta (x)← S t⋆ (x), not Q(x), x , null.
Qfa (x) ∨ Tta (x, null)← Qt⋆ (x), not aux(x), x , null.
aux(x)← Tt⋆ (x, y), not Tfa (x, y), x , null, y , null.
Tfa (x, y) ∨ Qta (y)← Tt⋆ (x, y),Qfa (y), y , null.
Tfa (x, y) ∨ Qta (y)← Tt⋆ (x, y), not Q(y), y , null.
S t⋆ (x)← S (x).
S t⋆ (x)← S ta (x).
S t⋆⋆ (x)← S t⋆ (x), not S fa (x).

 (Similarly for T,Q)

Program Π−c
a (D, IC) does not have recursion via negation, and its predicate dependency graph,

G(Π−c
a (D, IC)), does not have cycles with a marked arc. 2

It is worth noticing that the data complexity of cautious query evaluation from disjunctive logic
programs with stratified negation is the same as for disjunctive logic programs with unstratified
negation and stable model semantics, that is ΠP

2 -complete [31, 30, 41].

4. Magic Sets for CQA

Consistent answers are obtained from stable models of the combination of the repair and
query programs. Nevertheless, it is usually the case that the repair program, as its stable models,
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contains more information than necessary to answer the query. This is because repair programs
are built considering all database predicates and database facts. However, query predicates are
related to a subset of the database predicates. Moreover, when answering a query, we are not
interested in obtaining complete stable models (or repairs), but only in obtaining its (consistent)
answers. In consequence, it becomes important to optimize the evaluation of the repair programs
by considering only predicates and facts that are relevant to the query.

The magic set (MS) techniques for logic programs with stable model semantics take as an
input a logic program -a repair program in our case- and a query expressed as a logic program
that has to be evaluated against the repair program. The output is a new logic program, the magic
program. This program has its own stable models, which can be used to answer the original query
more efficiently. Given a query and a program, MS process determines and selects the portion
of the program that is relevant to compute the query answers. This is partly achieved by pushing
down the constants in the query in order to restrict the tuples involved in the computation.

The stable models of the magic program are those models that contain extensions for the
predicates that are relevant to compute the query. Also, they are only partially computed with
respect to the models of the original combined program. This means, in essence, each of the
stable models of the magic program can be extended to a stable model of the original program
[29, 35].

The magic program contains auxiliary rules, the magic rules, that capture the dependency of
the query predicates upon certain predicates and rules of the rest of the program, in this case,
of the repair program. This avoids unnecessary instantiation of rules and, achieving a faster
computation of stable models. In this way, we may obtain less and smaller stable models. The
stable models of the magic program provide the same answers to the original query as the models
of the program used as input to MS.

Classic MS techniques for Datalog programs [6, 7, 55] have been extended to non-disjunctive
logic programs with unstratified negation under stable models semantics [35], and to disjunctive
logic programs with stratified negation [42], with an optimized version being implemented in
DLV [29]. For this kind of programs, the MS technique is sound and complete, i.e. the method
computes all and only correct answers for the query. In [44] a sound but incomplete methodology
is presented for disjunctive programs with program constraints of the form← C(x̄), where C(x̄) is
a conjunction of literals (i.e. positive or negated atoms). The effect of these program constraints
is to discard models of the rest of the program that make true the existential closure of C(x̄).

The MS techniques currently implemented in DLV cannot be applied to disjunctive programs
with program constraints. Furthermore, when the program does not contain program constraints,
DLV applies MS internally, without giving access to the magic program. As a consequence,
the application of MS with DLV to repair programs (that contain program constraints) is not
straightforward.

Our repair programs are disjunctive, contain non-stratified negation, and have program con-
straints; the latter with only positive intensional literals in their bodies. In consequence, none of
the MS techniques mentioned above can be directly applied to optimize a combination of repair
and query programs.

However, in this paper we present a sound and complete MS methodology that can be applied
to repair programs (with program constraints). This MS methodology works as follows: First,
the program constraints are removed from the repair program. Next, a combination of the MS
techniques in [29, 35] is applied to the resulting program. This combination works for repair
programs because in them, roughly speaking, negation does not occur in odd cycles. For this
kind of programs, soundness and completeness of MS can be obtained from results in [29, 35]
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(cf. Theorem 1). Finally, the program constraints are put back into the magic program obtained
in the previous step, enforcing the magic program to have only coherent models.

4.1. Magic sets: an example
The MS technique sequentially performs three well defined steps on the logic program:

adornment, generation, and modification. They will be illustrated with the repair program
in Example 7 together with the query program Ans(x) ← S (b, x, t⋆⋆) of Example 8. As an-
nounced in the previous section, the MS technique is applied to the program Π−c(D, IC, Q) :=
Π(D, IC,Q) r PC, where PC contains the program constraint: ← W (x, y, z, ta),W (x, y, z, fa).

The adornment step produces a new, adorned program, in which each intensional (defined)
predicate P takes the form PA, where A is a string of letters b, f (for bound and free, resp.), whose
length is equal to the arity of P. Starting from the query, adornments are created and propagated
as follows. First Π(Q) : Ans(x) ← S (b, x, t⋆⋆) becomes: Ans f (x) ← S b f b(b, x, t⋆⋆), meaning
that the first and third arguments of S are bound, and the second is a free variable. Constants,
in particular annotation constants, are always bound.

The adorned atom S b f b(b, x, t⋆⋆) is used to propagate bindings (adornments) onto the rules
defining predicate S , i.e. rules in 2., 5., and 6. (in Example 7). As an illustration, the rules in
5. become S b f b(x, y, t⋆) ← S (x, y) and S b f b(x, y, t⋆) ← S b f b(x, y, ta), resp. The extensional
(base) atoms, as S (x, y) in the first adorned rule, do not receive any adornments, but they bind
variables. As an illustration, suppose we are adorning a program, we generate the adorned atom
P f b f (x, y, z), and we have the following rule to be adorned: P(x, y, z) ← R(z),M(x, z, y), where
the only extensional atom is R(z). From atom P f b f (x, y, z) the first and third variables of P,
i.e. variables x, z in the head of the rule, are free, while that the second variable y is bound.
However, since R(z) is extensional, the variable z becomes bound when adorning the intensional
atom M(x, z, y). The adorned rule is: P f b f (x, y, z)← R(z),M f bb(x, z, y).

Moreover, returning to our example, the adorned atom S b f b(b, x, t⋆⋆) propagates adornments
over the disjunctive rules in 2. The adornments are propagated over the literals in the body of
the rule (as for non-disjunctive rules), and also to the head literal R (x, y, ta). Therefore, this rule
becomes:14 S b f b(x, y, fa) ∨ R b f b(x, y, ta),← S b f b(x, y, t⋆),R b f b(x, y, fa). Now, the new adorned
atoms R b f b (x, y, ta),R b f b(x, y, fa) also have to be processed, producing adornments on rules
defining predicate R, and so on. The output of this step is an adorned program that contains only
adorned rules.

After all the adornments are properly propagated, the adorned program below is generated:

Program 1.
Ans f (x)← S b f b(b, x, t⋆⋆).
S b f b(x, y, fa) ∨ R b f b(x, y, ta)← S b f b(x, y, t⋆), R b f b(x, y, fa).
S b f b(x, y, fa) ∨ R b f b(x, y, ta)← S b f b(x, y, t⋆), not R(x, y).
S b f b(x, y, t⋆)← S b f b(x, y, ta). S b f b(x, y, t⋆)← S (x, y).
S b f b(x, y, t⋆⋆)← S b f b(x, y, t⋆), not S b f b(x, y, fa).
R b f b(x, y, t⋆)← R b f b(x, y, ta). R b f b(x, y, t⋆)← R(x, y).
R b f b(x, y, t⋆⋆)← R b f b(x, y, t⋆), not R b f b(x, y, fa). 2

The iterative process of passing bindings is called sideways information passing strategies (SIPS)
[6]. There may be different SIPS strategies, but any SIP strategy has to ensure that all of the body

14To simplify the presentation, conditions of the form x , null are omitted from the disjunctive rules.
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and head atoms are processed. The strategy presented here is the one described in [29], which
is implemented in DLV. In particular, according to it, negative literals (including extensional)
receive adornments by propagation, but do not bind any variable. As an illustration, suppose we
are adorning a program, we have the adorned atom P f b f (x, y, z), and the rule:

P(x, y, z)← S (y, z),T (z,w), not R(z,w), M(z,w),

where S (y, z) is the only extensional atom. From atom P f b f (x, y, z) variable y is a bound variable.
Following our adopted strategy, the adorned rule becomes:

P f b f (x, y, z)← S (y, z), T b f (z,w), not Rb f (z,w),Mb f (z,w). (10)

The extensional atom S (y, z) does not receive adornments, but bounds variable z. Now, variables
y, and z are bound. Notice that the literal not R(z,w) receives the adornment over variable z, but
does not bound variable w, which remains free.

The next step is the generation of magic rules from the adorned rules obtained at the previous
stage. The former will direct the computation of the stable models of the program consisting of
the latter. The generation of magic rules is different for disjunctive and non-disjunctive adorned
rules. For each adorned literal (not) PA(t̄) in the body of an adorned non-disjunctive rule r, a
magic rule is generated as follows:

(a) The head of the magic rule is the new atom magic PA(t̄′), called the magic version of PA(t̄).
The tuple of terms t̄′ is obtained from t̄ by deleting all the variables that are labeled with f
according to A.

(b) The atoms in the body of the magic rule are: the atom that is the magic version of the
original and adorned head of rule r, and the body atoms (if any) of r that produce bindings
on the atom PA(t̄).

For instance, for the adorned atom S b f b(x, y, ta) in the body of the adorned rule S b f b (x, y, t⋆)←
S b f b(x, y, ta), the magic rule is: magic S b f b(x, ta)← magic S b f b( x, t⋆).

As another example, consider the adorned rule (10). The corresponding magic rule for
T b f (z,w) is: magic T b f (z) ← magic P f b f (y), S (y, z). The magic rule contains atom S (y, z) in
the body because it bounds variable z. Without this atom the magic rule would be unsafe. The
magic rule for the literal not Rb f (z,w) is: magic Rb f (z) ← magic P f b f (y), S (y, z). Finally, the
magic rule for atom Mb f (z,w) is magic Mb f (z)← magic P f b f (y), S (y, z).

For disjunctive adorned rules, first, intermediate non-disjunctive rules are generated by mov-
ing, one at a time, head atoms into the bodies of rules. Next, magic rules are generated as
described for non-disjunctive rules. For example, from the rule

S b f b(x, y, fa) ∨ R b f b(x, y, ta)← S b f b(x, y, t⋆),R b f b(x, y, fa), (11)

we obtain two non-disjunctive rules: (i) S b f b(x, y, fa) ← R b f b(x, y, ta), S b f b(x, y, t⋆), R b f b(x, y, fa);
and (ii) R b f b(x, y, ta) ← S b f b(x, y, fa), S b f b(x, y, t⋆),R b f b(x, y, fa). Three magic rules are generated
for rule (i): magic R b f b(x, ta) ← magic S b f b(x, fa); magic S b f b(x, t⋆) ← magic S b f b(x, fa); and
magic R b f b(x, fa)← magic S b f b(x, fa).

At this step also the magic seed atom is generated, that is the magic version of the Ans
predicate from the adorned query rule. For example, for the rule: Ans f (x) ← S b f b(x, y, t⋆⋆),
the magic seed atom is magic Ans f , that becomes a propositional atom. The magic rules for the
adorned Program 1 are:

Program 2.
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magic S b f b(b, t⋆⋆)← magic Ans f.

magic S b f b(x, ta)← magic S b f b(x, t⋆).
magic S b f b(x, t⋆)← magic S b f b(x, t⋆⋆).
magic S b f b(x, fa)← magic S b f b(x, t⋆⋆).
magic R b f b(x, ta)← magic S b f b(x, fa).
magic S b f b(x, t⋆)← magic S b f b(x, fa).

magic R b f b(x, fa)← magic S b f b(x, fa).
magic S b f b(x, fa)← magic R b f b(x, ta).
magic S b f b(x, t⋆)← magic R b f b(x, ta).
magic R b f b(x, fa)← magic R b f b(x, ta).
magic R b f b(x, ta)← magic R b f b(x, t⋆).
magic R b f b(x, t⋆)← magic R b f b(x, t⋆⋆).
magic R b f b(x, fa)← magic R b f b(x, t⋆⋆). 2

The last step is the modification of the adorned rules: magic atoms constructed at the generation
stage are included in the body of adorned rules. That is, for each adorned rule, the magic version
of its head is inserted into the body. For instance, the magic versions of the head atoms in (11)
are magic S b f b(x, fa) and magic R b f b(x, ta), resp., which are inserted into the body of the adorned
rule, generating the modified rule:

S b f b(x, y, fa) ∨ R b f b(x, y, ta)← magic S b f b(x, fa),magic R b f b(x, ta), S b f b(x, y, t⋆),R b f b(x, y, fa). (12)

From the modified rules all the adornments, except for those of the magic atoms, are now
eliminated. Thus, (12) becomes:

S (x, y, fa) ∨ R(x, y, ta)← magic S b f b(x, fa),magic R b f b(x, ta), S (x, y, t⋆),R(x, y, fa).

Therefore, Program 1 is eventually transformed into:

Program 3.
Ans(x)← magic Ans f , S (b, x, t⋆⋆).
S (x, y, fa) ∨ R (x, y, ta)← magic S b f b(x, fa),magic R b f b(x, ta), S (x, y, t⋆),R (x, y, fa).
S (x, y, fa) ∨ R (x, y, ta)← magic S b f b(x, fa),magic R b f b(x, ta), S (x, y, t⋆), not R(x, y).
R (x, y, ta) ∨ S (x, y, fa)← magic R b f b(x, ta),magic S b f b(x, fa), S (x, y, t⋆),R (x, y, fa).
R (x, y, ta) ∨ S (x, y, fa)← magic R b f b(x, ta),magic S b f b(x, fa), S (x, y, t⋆), not R(x, y).
S (x, y, t⋆)← magic S b f b(x, t⋆), S (x, y, ta). S (x, y, t⋆)← magic S b f b(x, t⋆), S (x, y).
R(x, y, t⋆)← magic R b f b(x, t⋆),R(x, y, ta). R(x, y, t⋆)← magic R b f b(x, t⋆),R(x, y).
S (x, y, t⋆⋆)← magic S b f b(x, t⋆⋆), S (x, y, t⋆), not S (x, y, fa).
R(x, y, t⋆⋆)← magic R b f b(x, t⋆⋆),R(x, y, t⋆), not R(x, y, fa). 2

As expected, in the modified rules only magic atoms keep adornments. The final magic program
corresponding to the program Π−c(D, IC,Q) of Examples 7 and 8 is the combination of Program
2 and Program 3 plus the facts of the original program and the magic seed atom.

4.2. Properties of magic methods for CQA
In this section we will assume that the query Q is given directly as a Datalognot program, so

that we do not have to mention the associated program Π(Q). This program has a query predicate
AnsQ.

Definition 13. (a) For a program Π without program constraints,MS(Π) denotes its magic ver-
sion (as constructed above). (b) For a program Π possibly containing a set PC of program
constraints, its magic version isMS←(Π) =MS(Π−c) ∪ PC. 2

We will apply this definition to programs of the form Π(D, IC, Q).15 In this case, MS←(Π(D,
IC, Q)) =MS(Π−c(D, IC,Q))∪ PC. It consists of the magic rules, the modified rules, the magic

15Actually, in this section we show that this magic sets methodology is correct for this kind of programs. However, for
other programs it may not provide the expected results (cf. Example 14).
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seed atom, and set PC of program constraints. Since in the rewritten program only the magic
atoms have adornments, the program constraints can be added without any adornments.

Example 11. (examples 7 and 8 cont.) The magic program MS←( Π(D, IC,Q)) contains the
magic rules in Program 2, the modified rules in Program 3, the magic seed atom magic Ans f , and
the program constraint← W (x, y, z, ta),W (x, y, z, fa) (i.e. rule 7. in Example 7).

In this case, MS←(Π(D, IC,Q)) contains rules related to predicates S ,R, but no rules for
predicates T,W, which are not relevant to the query. Therefore the program constraint is trivially
satisfied. MS←(Π( D, IC,Q)) has only one stable model (displayed here without the magic
atoms): M = {S (b, c, t⋆), S (b, c, t⋆⋆), Ans(c)}, which indicates through its Ans predicate that ⟨c⟩ is
the consistent answer to the original query, as expected.

We can see that the magic program has only those models that are relevant to compute the
query answers. Furthermore, these are partially computed, i.e. they can be extended to stable
models of the program Π(D, IC,Q). More precisely, except for the magic atoms, model M is
contained in every stable model of the original repair program in Example 7. 2

The MS programs of Definition 13 are both sound and complete when applied to (obtained from)
programs of the form Π(D, IC,Q). That is, for any database D, the latter has the exactly the same
cautious answers as its magic version MS←(Π(D, IC,Q)). Now we make this correspondence
precise.

Definition 14. Let Π1 and Π2 be any two programs without facts that share a predicate P. Π1
and Π2 are P-equivalent, denoted Π1 ≡P Π2 iff, for any set F of facts,

∩
M∈SM(Π1∪F) PM =∩

M′∈SM(Π2∪F) PM′ .16 2

Theorem 1. Let D be a database instance, IC a set of UICs, RICs, and NNCs of the forms (2),
(3) and (4), respectively, and Q a query. It holds: MS←(Π(D, IC,Q)rD) ≡AnsQ (Π(D, IC,Q)rD). 2

The theorem says that for any database contents, the repair plus query programs return the same
cautions answers (and then consistent answers) to the query as the magic version.17

Now we give a general idea of the proof of Theorem 1. It has two parts: soundness and
completeness of MS. The former requires that each query answer returned by the magic program
is also a consistent answer (as returned by the original program Π(D, IC,Q)). The latter, that
every consistent answer can be recovered using the magic program. For both directions, we first
associate to MS←(Π(D, IC,Q)) a new program rel(Q, Π−c(D, IC,Q)), whose rules are ground
versions of those of Π−c(D, IC,Q) that are used to compute query Q (cf. Definition 15 below).
In other words, program rel(Q,Π−c(D, IC,Q)) is a subprogram of ground (Π−c(D, IC,Q)) (the
ground version of Π−c(D, IC,Q)) that is sufficient to compute the answers to Q. It is this program
that we will compare with the magic program.

Program rel(Q,Π−c(D, IC,Q)) has to important features: (a) It contains all the rules that are
needed to check the program constraints that are relevant to the query (see Definition 16). We
establish this in Lemma 1. (b) Programs rel(Q,Π−c(D, IC,Q)) plus program constraints, and
Π(D, IC,Q) are query equivalent. We prove this in Proposition 3.

16SM(Π) denotes the set of stable models of program Π and PM is the extension of predicate P in model M.
17A similar result can be obtained for the brave answers, i.e. those that are true in some stable model (or repair).

However, for CQA the cautions semantics should be used.
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After that, we establish completeness by proving that for each stable modelM of program
MS←(Π(D, IC,Q)), there exists a stable model M′ of rel(Q, Π−c(D, IC, Q)) that satisfies the
program constraints that are relevant to answer the query (cf. Definition 16), such that M =

M′. Of course, this last equality without considering the magic predicates, that appear only in
programMS←(Π(D, IC,Q)) (and in its stable models). This is done in Proposition 4.

To prove soundness, we prove that for each stable modelM of program rel(Q, Π−c(D, IC,Q))
that satisfies the program constraints, there exists a stable modelM′ ofMS←(Π(D, IC,Q)), such
thatM =M′. This in done in Proposition 5.

We need some notation and definitions first. For a ground rule r of a Datalog program Π,
we denote with H(r) and B(r) the head and body of r (without built-ins) resp., both as sets of
database literals. As an illustration, for the ground rule Ans(a) ← S (b, a, t⋆⋆), not R(b, a, t⋆⋆).,
H(r) is {Ans(a)}, and B(r) is {S (b, a, t⋆⋆), not R (b, a, t⋆⋆)}.

Given two Datalog programs Π1 and Π2, it is possible to generate a program rel(Π1,Π2) by
collecting the rules from ground(Π2), the ground version of Π2, that are useful to compute Π1
(if any). This is captured in Definition 15, which is based on [29]. Typically, Π1 will be a query
program, and Π2, the base program on top of which the query is computed. So, the literals in the
bodies of the rules of Π1 are defined in Π2.

Definition 15. Let Π1 be a Datalog program without disjunctive heads, possibly with negation,
but without program constraints; and Π2, a disjunctive Datalog program possibly with negation
and program constraints.
(a) For S ⊆ ground(Π2), R(S ) := {r ∈ ground(Π2) | there are r′ ∈ S and a predicate P, such that
(not)P(t) ∈ B(r′) ∪ H(r′) and P(t) ∈ H(r)}.
(b) rel(Π1,Π2) is the least fixed point of the following sequence rel0(Π1,Π2) = {r ∈ ground(Π2) |
there is a rule r′ in ground(Π1), and a predicate P, such that (not)P(t) ∈ B(r′), and P(t) ∈ H(r)},
and reli+1(Π1,Π2) = R(reli(Π1,Π2)), for i ≥ 0. 2

Example 12. Consider the instance D = {S (a, b), S (b, a),R(b, a),T (a, a),W(b, b, b)}, IC = {∀xy(S (x, y)
→ R(x, y)),∀xy(T (x, y)→ ∃zW(x, y, z)),∀xyz(W(x, y, z)∧IsNull(x)→ false)}, and programΠ1 : Ans(x)←
T (a, x, t⋆⋆). Here, ground(Π1) = {Ans(a) ← T (a, a, t⋆⋆),Ans(b) ← T (a, b, t⋆⋆)}. Consider Π2 the
ground version of program Π(D, IC), which contains the facts: S (a, b). S (b, a). R(b, a). T (a, a).
W(b, b, b). It also contains the following rules, among other ground rules for constant b, and com-
binations of constants a, b:
S (a, a, fa) ∨ R(a, a, ta)← S (a, a, t⋆),R(a, a, fa), a , null.
S (a, a, fa) ∨ R(a, a, ta)← S (a, a, t⋆), not R(a, a), a , null.
T (a, a, fa) ∨W(a, a, null, ta)← T (a, a, t⋆), not aux(a, a), a , null.
aux(a, a)← W(a, a, a, t⋆), not W (a, a, a, fa), a , null.
W(a, a, a, fa)← W (a, a, a, t⋆), a = null.
← W(a, a, a, ta),W(a, a, a, fa).
S (a, a, t⋆)← S (a, a). S (a, a, t⋆)← S (a, a, ta).
S (a, a, t⋆⋆)← S (a, a, t⋆), not S (a, a, fa).

}
(Similarly for R,T,W)

The disjunctive program Π2 has negation and program constraints. Π1 : Ans(x) ← T (a, x, t⋆⋆)
contains a unique rule with a body literal that is defined in Π2.

Program rel0(Π1,Π2) is:
T (a, a, t⋆⋆)← T (a, a, t⋆), not T (a, a, fa).
T (a, b, t⋆⋆)← T (a, b, t⋆), not T (a, b, fa).
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rel1(Π1,Π2) is rel0(Π1,Π2) plus:
T (a, a, t⋆)← T (a, a). T (a, a, t⋆)← T (a, a, ta).
T (a, b, t⋆)← T (a, b). T (a, b, t⋆)← T (a, b, ta).
T (a, a, fa) ∨W(a, a, null, ta)← T (a, a, t⋆), not aux(a, a), a , null.
T (a, b, fa) ∨ W(a, b, null, ta) ← T (a, b, t⋆), not aux(a, b), a , null, b , null. rel2(Π1,Π2) is

rel1(Π1,Π2) plus:
T (a, a). aux(a, a)← W(a, a, a, t⋆), not W (a, a, a, fa), a , null.

aux(a, a)← W (a, a, b, t⋆), not W (a, a, b, fa), a , null, b , null.
aux(a, b)← W (a, b, a, t⋆), not W (a, b, a, fa), a , null, b , null.
aux(a, b)← W (a, b, b, t⋆), not W (a, b, b, fa), a , null, b , null.

rel3(Π1,Π2) is rel2(Π1,Π2) plus:
W(a, a, a, t⋆)← W(a, a, a). W(a, a, a, t⋆)← W (a, a, a, ta).
W(a, a, b, t⋆)← W(a, a, b). W(a, a, b, t⋆)← W (a, a, b, ta).
W(a, b, a, t⋆)← W(a, b, a). W (a, b, a, t⋆)← W(a, b, a, ta).
W(a, b, b, t⋆)← W(a, b, a). W (a, b, b, t⋆)← W(a, b, b, ta).
W(a, a, a, fa)← W(a, a, a, t⋆), a = null.
W(a, a, b, fa)← W(a, a, b, t⋆), a = null, b = null.
W(a, b, a, fa)← W(a, b, a, t⋆), a = null, b = null.
W(a, b, b, fa)← W(a, b, b, t⋆), a = null, b = null.

rel4(Π1,Π2) = rel3(Π1,Π2). Thus, program rel(Π1,Π2) contains ground rules defining predicates
T and W only. 2

For our repair programs, the existence of a finite fix point for the sequence reli(Q,Π) is guar-
anteed by the finiteness of the database domain and the number of rules, and the absence of
functions symbols in the programs. Notice that, by definition, rel(Π1,Π2) does not contain the
rules of Π1. It does not contain program constraints either. If we wanted to run Π1, we would
combine it with rel(Π1,Π2). The idea is that this would give the same extensions for the predi-
cates defined in Π1 as running it on top of Π2.

Now we need to prove that: (a) reli(Q,Π) contains all the rules that are needed to check
the program constraints of Π(D, IC) that are relevant to Q (cf. Lemma 1). (b) reli(Q,Π) with
the relevant program constraints is query equivalent to Π(D, IC,Q) (cf. Proposition 3). For this
purpose, we introduce, for the rest of this section, the following simplified notation: (a) Π
stands for program Π(D, IC, Q), (b) Π−c for program Π−c(D, IC,Q), (c)MS(Π−c) for the magic
version ofΠ−c, and (d)MS←(Π) forMS(Π−c)∪PC. The following concepts are used in Lemma
1.

Definition 16. For the set PC of program constraints of Π: (a) PCQ denotes the set of program
constraints in PC of the form ← P (x̄, ta), P (x̄, fa), for each predicate P that is connected to a
predicate in Q in the dependency graph G(IC). (b) PC⋆

Q denotes the program consisting of the
rules of the form incohP(x̄) ← P (x̄, ta), P (x̄, fa), such that the program constraint ← P (x̄, ta),
P (x̄, fa) belongs to PCQ. 2

PCQ contains the program constraints on the predicates that are relevant to query Q. Program
PC⋆
Q contains the program constraints in PCQ rewritten as rules with an auxiliary head predicate,

incohP. We proceed as follows: First, we compute program rel(PC⋆
Q,Π

−c) that contains rules
from ground(Π−c) that are relevant to compute PC⋆

Q, i.e. rules that allow us to check the relevant
denials. Second, we show that the rules in rel(PC⋆

Q,Π
−c) are all in rel(Q,Π−c). All this is first

illustrated in the next example.
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Example 13. (example 12 cont.) (a) For query Ans(x) ← W(x, y, z, t⋆⋆), PCQ contains only the
program constraint: ← W(x, y, z, ta),W(x, y, z, fa), and PC⋆

Q contains the rule incohW (x, y, z) ←
W(x, y, z, ta),W(x, y, z, fa). Program rel(PC⋆

Q, Π
−c) contains the facts: T (a, a), W(b, b, b), and the

following rules, among other ground rules for constant b, and combinations of constants a, b:
T (a, a, fa) ∨W(a, a, null, ta)← T (a, a, t⋆), not aux(a, a), a , null.
aux(a, a)← W(a, a, a, t⋆), not W (a, a, a, fa), a , null.
W(a, a, a, fa)← W (a, a, a, t⋆), a = null.
T (a, a, t⋆)← T (a, a). T (a, a, t⋆)← T (a, a, ta).
W(a, a, a, t⋆)← W(a, a, a). W(a, a, a, t⋆)← W(a, a, a, ta).

(b) For query Ans(x) ← S (b, x, t⋆⋆), the repair program does not contain relevant program
constraints, and therefore, PCQ and PC⋆

Q are empty. 2

Lemma 1. For program Π and query Q, the programs rel(PC⋆
Q ∪ Q,Π−c) and rel(Q,Π−c) coin-

cide as sets of rules (including the facts).

Proof. We can see that rel(PC⋆
Q ∪ Q,Π−c) = rel(PC⋆

Q,Π
−c) ∪ rel(Q,Π−c). Hence, it is sufficient

to prove that rel(PC⋆
Q,Π

−c) ⊆ rel(Q,Π−c).
First, if there are no relevant program constraints to answer the query, then program PC⋆

Q has
no rules, and rel(PC⋆

Q,Π
−c) is empty, and we have that rel(PC⋆

Q ∪ Q,Π−c) has the same rules as
program rel(Q,Π−c). Hence, we focalize on the case where there are program constraints which
are relevant to answer the query.

PCQ is not empty and program PC⋆
Q has at least one rule of the form incohP (x̄) ← P (x̄, ta),

P (x̄, fa). It is easy to see that rel0(PC⋆
Q,Π

−c) is composed by the rules of program Π−c whose
heads contain atoms of the form P (c̄, ta) or P (c̄, fa).

There are two cases to analyze: first predicate P is a query predicate and, second P is con-
nected to a query predicate in the graph G(IC).

First, P is a query predicate. Therefore, rel0(Q,Π−c) is composed by interpretation rules of
the form P (c̄, t⋆⋆)← P (c̄, t⋆), not P (c̄, fa). Then, rel1(Q,Π−c) is rel0(Q,Π−c) plus rules of Π−c

with head atoms of the form P (c̄, t⋆) or P (c̄, fa). Then, rel2(Q,Π−c) is rel1(Q,Π−c) plus rules of
Π−c with head atoms of the form P (c̄, ta) or database facts of the form P(c̄). Thus, we have that
rel0(PC⋆

Q,Π
−c) ⊆ rel2(Q,Π−c), and as a consequence, rel(PC⋆

Q,Π
−c) ⊆ rel(Q,Π−c) holds.

Second, P is directly or indirectly connected to a query predicate. Therefore, there exists
an i such that reli(Q,Π−c) has rules with head atoms of the form P (c̄, ta) or P (c̄, fa), otherwise
P is not connected to a query predicate. Thus, rel0(PC⋆

Q,Π
−c) ⊆ reli(Q,Π−c), and therefore

rel(PC⋆
Q,Π

−c) ⊆ rel(Q,Π−c) holds. 2

Proposition 3. rel(Q,Π−c) ∪ ground(PCQ) ∪ Q ≡AnsQ Π(D, IC,Q).

Proof. First of all, each of the two programs involved can be split into the query program Q
and the “bottom” subprogram related to the repair program [48]. In one case, rel(Q,Π−c) ∪
ground(PCQ), and in the other, Π(D, IC). In consequence, the extensions for the predicates de-
fined in Q, in particular AnsQ, can be computed on top of the extensions of the predicates defined
in the bottom subprograms, in particular, those with annotations t⋆⋆, which are those used by Q
as “extensional” predicates.

First notice that, by Lemma 1, after imposing the program denials PC to both rel(Q,Π−c) ∪
ground(PCQ) and Π(D, IC), no incoherent model will be kept, which, otherwise, could influence
the answers to Q.
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In consequence, it suffices to prove that rel(Q,Π−c) and Π−c(D, IC) have the same extensions
for the predicates that are relevant to Q for every database instance D. Program Π−c(D, IC)
is stratified (cf. Proposition 2) and induces a stratification on its subprogram rel(Q,Π−c) (and
also a hierarchical splitting on both programs). This stratification can be used as the basis for
an inductive proof. This is because the stable models can be computed bottom-up from the
extensional database D, as the perfect models of the programs [52, 53, 31]. At level 0 of the
stratification the two programs coincide since they use the same arbitrary instance D, as required
by the notion of query equivalence. Now, assume that predicate P is relevant to Q, belongs
to stratum k, and is defined in terms of predicates R1, . . . ,Rm. Actually, in their predicated-
annotation version (cf. Definition 12), the programs are non-recursive. So, we may assume that
R1, . . .Rm belong all to a lower stratum, say the (k − 1)th, at which the two programs coincide
for these predicates. Since rel(Q,Π−c) contains all the rules to compute P from R1, . . .Rm, the
extensions of P for both programs will coincide. 2

Now, in Propositions 4 and 5 below we establish the relationship between the programsMS←(Π)
and rel(Q,Π−c). To prove these propositions we use Lemmas 2 and 3 below, and some auxiliary
concepts that we now will define.

Definition 17. [29] For an interpretation M for a program Π without program constraints,18 a
predicate symbol P, and a set of interpretations I:
(a) M[P] denotes the set of atoms in M whose predicate symbol is P.
(b) Π[P] is the set of rules of Π whose head contains predicate P.
(c) M[Π] is the set of atoms in M whose predicate symbol appears in the head of some rule in
program Π.
(d) I[P] = {M[P] | M ∈ I}, and I[Π] = {M[Π] | M ∈ I}. 2

The following lemmas can be obtained by a combination of results in [29] and [35]. These
results hold for disjunctive programs, possibly with unstratified negation but without program
constraints:19

Lemma 2. Let Π be a disjunctive, possibly unstratified, Datalognot program without odd cycles
(cf. Definition 11). For every stable model M′ ofMS(Π,Q), there exists a stable model M of
rel(Q, Π), such that M = M′[rel(Q,Π)]. 2

Lemma 3. Let Π be a disjunctive, possibly unstratified, Datalognot program without odd cycles.
For every stable model M of rel(Q,Π), there exists a stable model M′ ofMS (Π,Q), such that
M = M′[rel(Q,Π)]. 2

As mentioned earlier, the equalities between models in these lemmas refer to non-magic atoms
only. We will use Lemmas 2 and 3 to prove that there exists a correspondence between the stable
models of the rewritten program MS←(Π) and the stable models of rel(Q,Π−c) (cf. Proposi-
tions 4 and 5). This is possible, because negation in repair programs (without their program
constraints) does not occur in odd cycles (cf. Corollary 2).

Now, we need to prove that the correspondence between models still holds after reintroducing the
program constraints, producing programMS←(Π) (MS(Π−c) ∪PC). We rely on the following:

18That is a set of ground atoms in the program’s signature (or an extension of it) that can be used to interpret the
program. It may not be a model of the program.

19Personal communication from the authors.
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(a) By Lemmas 2 and 3, there is a correspondence between the stable models ofMS(Π−c) and
the stable models of rel(Q,Π−c). (b) By Lemma 1, MS(Π−c) contains all the rules needed to
check the relevant program constraints in PCQ.

Proposition 4. For every stable model M′ ofMS←(Π), there exists a stable model M of rel(Q,
Π−c) that satisfies the program constraints in PCQ, and M = M′[rel(Q,Π−c)].

Proof. By contradiction, assume that there exists a stable model M′ ofMS← (Π) for which there
is no stable model M of rel(Q, Π−c) that simultaneously satisfies the program constraints in PCQ
and M = M′[rel(Q,Π−c)].

Since M′ ∈ SM(MS←(Π)), and MS← =MS(Π−c) ∪ PC, it holds M′ ∈ SM(MS (Π−c)).
Now, by Lemma 2, there is a model M” of rel(Q,Π−c) such that M” = M′[rel(Q,Π−c)]. Since
there are no stable models of rel(Q, Π−c) that satisfy the program constraints in PCQ, M” does not
satisfy PCQ either. We have two cases:
(a) M” does not satisfy a program constraint pc in PCrPCQ. Since M” is a model of rel(Q,Π−c),
by Lemma 1, M” is a model of rel(PC⋆

Q ∪ Q,Π−c). Since pc is in PC r PCQ, there is no rule in
rel(PC⋆

Q ∪ Q,Π−c) defining atoms that are relevant to pc. Thus, M” has no atoms relevant to pc
and it cannot be violated. We have a contradiction.
(b) M” does not satisfy a program constraint pc in PCQ, e.g. pc : ← S (x, ta), S (x, fa). Since
atoms of the form S (ā, ta), S (ā, fa) are in M”, and M” = M′[rel (Q,Π−c)], it holds that S (ā, ta),
S (ā, fa) are in M′. But M′ satisfies PCQ. We have a contradiction. 2

Proposition 5. For every stable model M of rel(Q,Π−c) that satisfies the program constraints in
PCQ, there exists a stable model M′ ofMS←(Π), such that M = M′[rel(Q,Π−c)].

Proof. By Lemma 3, there exists a stable model M” ofMS(Π−c), such that M = M”[rel(Q,Π−c)].
Since M satisfies the program constraints in PCQ, M” also satisfies PCQ. Thus, since M” satisfies
the program constraints in PCQ, it is also a model ofMS(Π−c)∪PCQ. Now, sinceMS(Π−c) does
not have rules for predicates in PC rPCQ, M” is also a model ofMS←(Π) =MS(Π−c)∪PC. 2

Proof of Theorem (1). Theorem 1 Soundness with respect to cautious query answering follows
from Proposition 5, and completeness follows from Proposition 4. 2

The MS methodology, based on first leaving the program constraints aside and adding them after
the magic rewriting, always works in the case of repair programs. Basically, because the program
constraints are of the form ← P (x̄, ta), P (x̄, fa), and only when there are rules in Π(D, IC)
defining both P (x̄, ta) and P (x̄, fa). In the programMS(Π−c(D, IC,Q)) we will still find all the
rules defining P; then it will be possible to check the satisfiability of the program constraints by
its models. Thus, the stable models of the MS program satisfy the program constraints.

The MS method does not necessarily work for more general disjunctive logic programs.
Sometimes, even if the MS technique is applied to a disjunctive program with program con-
straints that does not have stable models, the method can produce a program with stable models.
This might happen if the query is related with a part of the program which is consistent with
respect to the program constraint. The MS method focuses on that part of the program to answer
the query [44]. So, the non-satisfaction of the program constraints will not be detected by the lat-
ter. Actually, as the following example shows, the MS methodology we introduced above might
not work for general logic programs (as opposed to repair programs) that do have stable models.

Example 14. For the database instance {R(a)} and the program Π:
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Y(x)← S (x).
P(x)← R(x), not S (x).

S (x)← R(x), not P(x).
← Y(x).

there is only one stable model: M = {R(a), P(a)}. But for query Ans(x) ← P(x), our MS
methodology produces a program that has two stable models (shown here without magic atoms):
M1 = {R(a), P(a),Ans(a)}; andM2 = {R(a), S (a)}, and as a consequence there are no cautious
answers to the query, even though ⟨a⟩ should be an answer. This is due to the fact that MS does
not select the rule Y(x) ← S (x), because predicate Y is not relevant to answer the query. Thus,
when the constraint ← Y(x) is put back into the program, it is satisfied even though it should
not. In contrast, in the case of a repair program, a rule that is relevant to check the satisfiability
of a program constraint is never left out of the rewritten program obtained via MS. 2

5. System Architecture
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Figure 4: ConsEx Architecture

In Figure 4, that describes the general architecture of ConsEx, the Database Connection mod-
ule receives the database parameters (database name, user and password) and connects to the
database instance. We show in Figure 5 (a) the connection screen; and in Figure 5 (b), the main
menu, obtained after connecting to the database.

Having input the database schema with its ICs, the system can be requested to check if the
database instance is consistent. If not, one can request the generation of the repair program.
However, before doing this, the RIC-acyclic Checking module uses the dependency graph to
check if the set of ICs is RIC-acyclic. If it is not, the generation of the repair program is avoided,
and a warning message is sent to the user. Otherwise, the Repair Program Construction module
generates the repair program. It is constructed “on the fly”, that is, all the annotations that appear
in it are generated by the system, and the database is not affected. The facts of the program
are not imported from the database into ConsEx. Instead, suitable sentences to import data are
included into the repair program, as facilitated and understood by DLV.

The repair program may contain, for each extensional predicate P, the import sentence #import
(dbName, dbUser, dbPass, “SELECT * FROM P”, P), retrieving the tuples from relation P that
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(a) (b)

Figure 5: ConsEx: Database Connection and Main Menu

will become the facts for predicate P in the program. As a result, when the program is evalu-
ated by DLV, the database facts stored in the database dbName will be imported directly into the
reasoning system. This is how DLV interacts with DBMS.

Of course, since we have not entered a query yet, this repair program will not be optimized
with magic sets. The data import sentences just mentioned are not explicitly required, as shown
before, when ConsEx is run with a query. Whatever data import statements are required, they
are handled implicitly by the system. Most typically we will not be interested in performing a
consistency check or generating the repair program without a concrete query at hand. However,
the system allows us to do so if desired.

The Query Processing module receives the query and ICs; and coordinates the tasks needed
to compute consistent answers. First, it checks queries for syntactic correctness. Currently in
ConsEx, Datalog queries with negation can be written as logic programs in (rather standard) DLV
notation or as queries in SQL. The former correspond to non-recursive Datalog queries with
weak negation (not) and built-ins, which includes safe first-order queries. SQL queries may have
disjunction (i.e. UNION), built-in literals in the WHERE clause, but neither negation nor recursion,
i.e. unions of conjunctive queries with built-ins.20

After a query passes the syntax check, the query program is generated. For DLV queries,
the query program is obtained by inserting the annotation t⋆⋆ into the literals in the bodies of
the rules of the query that do not have a definition in the query program, but are defined in the
repair program. For SQL queries, the query program is obtained by first translating queries into
equivalent Datalog programs, and then by adding the annotation t⋆⋆ to the program rules, as for
DLV queries.

Given a query, there might be ICs that are not related to the query. More precisely, their
satisfaction or not by the given instance (and the corresponding portion of the repairs in the
second case) does not influence the (standard or consistent) answers to the query. In order to
capture the relevant ICs, the Relevant Predicates Identification module analyzes the interaction
between the predicates in the query and those in the ICs by means of a dependency graph, which
is generated by the Dependency Graph Construction module. We will use Example 7 to describe
this feature and other system’s components.

20We left as a future work the adaptation of the algorithms of ConsEx to include more general SQL queries, such as
SQL queries with negation.
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Figure 6 shows the dependency graph G(IC) for the ICs in Example 7. Then, for the query
Ans(x) ← S (b, x) the relevant predicates are S and R, because they are in the same component
as the predicate S that appears in the query. Thus, the relevant IC to check is ∀xy(S (x, y) →
R(x, y)), which contains the relevant predicates.

S R T WS R T W

Figure 6: Dependency Graph G(IC) for ICs in Example 7

Next, ConsEx checks if the database is consistent with respect to the ICs that are relevant
to the query. This check is performed by the Consistency Checking module, which generates
an SQL query for each relevant IC, to check its satisfaction. For example, for the relevant IC
∀xy(S (x, y)→ R(x, y)) identified before, ConsEx generates the SQL query: SELECT * FROM S

WHERE (NOT EXISTS (SELECT * FROM R WHERE R.ID = S.ID AND R.NAME = S.NAME)

AND ID IS NOT NULL AND NAME IS NOT NULL). This query is asking for violating tuples.
If the answer is empty, ConsEx proceeds to evaluate the given query directly on the original

database instance, i.e. without computing repairs. For example, if the query is Q : Ans(x) ←
S (b, x), the SQL query “SELECT NAME FROM S WHERE ID=’b’”, is generated by ConsEx and
posed to D. However, in Example 7 we do have {(a, c)} as the non-empty set of violations of the
relevant IC. In consequence, the database is inconsistent, and, in order to consistently answer the
queryQ, the repair program has to be generated. Remember that this program does not depend on
these particular violating tuples, and can be used for any other query to be consistently answered
from the inconsistent instance.

The MS Rewriting module generates the magic version of a repair program. It includes at
the end appropriate database import sentences, which are generated by a static inspection of
the magic program. This requires identifying first, in the rule bodies, the extensional database
atoms (those not defined in the program, they show no annotation constants). Next, for each of
these extensional atoms, it is checked if the magic atoms will have the effect of bounding their
variables during the program evaluation. That is, it is checked if the constants appearing in the
query will be pushed down to the program before query evaluation. For example, in the magic
programMS←(Π,D,Q) for the query Ans(x) ← S (b, x) shown in Section 4, the following rules
contain extensional database atoms:
(a) S (x, y, t⋆)← magic S b f b(x, t⋆), S (x, y). (b) R (x, y, t⋆)← magic R b f b(x, t⋆),R(x, y).

In (a), the variable x in the extensional atom S (x, y) will be bound during the evaluation
due to the magic atom magic S b f b(x, t⋆) appearing in the same body. This magic atom is de-
fined in the magic program by the rule magic S b f b(x, t⋆) ← magic S b f b(x, t⋆⋆), where atom
magic S b f b(x, t⋆⋆) is defined in its turn by the rule magic S b f b(b, t⋆⋆) ← magic Ans f . Since
magic Ansf is always true in an MS program, magic S b f b(b, t⋆⋆) will be true with the variable x
in S (x, y) eventually taking value b. As a consequence, the SQL query in the import sentence for
predicate S will be: “SELECT * FROM S WHERE ID = ’b’”

A similar static analysis can be done for rule (b), generating an import sentence for relation
R. The generated import sentences will retrieve into DLV only the corresponding subsets of the
relations in the database.

The resulting magic program is evaluated in DLV, that is automatically called by ConsEx, and
the query answers are returned to the Answer Collection module, which formats the answers and
returns them to the user as the consistent answers.
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Figure 7: ConsEx: Integrity Constraints in Example 7

Moreover, ConsEx allows to check the satisfiability of the ICs stored in the system. (cf.
Figure 7, option “Integrity Constraints”). As an illustration, the button “Check” besides the IC
in Figure 7 performs the checking of the IC. This option is useful if a user wants to check if a
specific constraint is satisfied by the database instance.

6. Experimental Evaluation

Several experiments on computation of consistent answers to queries were run with ConsEx.
In particular, it was possible to quantify the gain in execution time by using magic sets instead
of the direct evaluation of the repair programs.

6.1. Experimental Setup

The experiments were run on an Intel Pentium 4 PC, processor of 3.00 Ghz, 512 MB of
RAM, and with Linux distribution UBUNTU 6.0. The database instance was stored in the IBM
DB2 Universal Database Server Edition, version 8.2 for Linux. All the programs were run in the
version of DLV for Linux released on Jan 12, 2006.

We considered a database schema with eight relations, and a set IC of ICs consisting of ten
functional dependencies, and three RICs. In order to analyze scalability of CQA trough logic
programs, we considered two databases instances D1, and D2, with 5,000 and 10,000 stored
tuples, resp. The percentage N of inconsistent tuples, i.e. tuples participating in an IC violation
varied between 1% and 10% of the data.21

Now, we report the execution time for three conjunctive queries, in both instances. The set
IC contains the following FDs and RICs:

1. ∀xyzsw(Passenger(x, y, z) ∧ Passenger(x, s,w)→ y = s).
2. ∀xyzsw(Passenger(x, y, z) ∧ Passenger(x, s,w)→ z = w).
3. ∀xyzwsmu(PlaneType(x, y, z,w) ∧ PlaneType(x, s,m, u)→ y = s).
4. ∀xyzwsmu(PlaneType(x, y, z,w) ∧ PlaneType(x, s,m, u)→ z = m).
5. ∀xyzwsmu(PlaneType(x, y, z,w) ∧ PlaneType(x, s,m, u)→ w = u).

21The files containing the database schema, ICs, the queries, and the instances used in the experiments are available in
http://www.face.ubiobio.cl/∼mcaniupa/ConsEx
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6. ∀xyz(Plane(x, y) ∧ Plane(x, z)→ y = z).
7. ∀x0 · · · x16 (Flight(x0, x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7, x8)∧Flight(x0, x9, x10, x11, x12, x13, x14, x5, x16)

→ x1 = x9).
8. ∀zx(Plane(z, x)→ ∃yuwPlaneType(x, y, u,w)).
9. ∀xyzws(Inspection(x, y, z,w, s)→ ∃uPlane(w, u)).

10. ∀x0 · · · x8 (Flight(x0, x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7, x8)→ ∃zPlane(x8, z)).

The three conjunctive queries are:

1. Ans(x, y, z)← Plane(x, y),PlaneType(y,w, z, s).
2. Ans(x,w)← Passenger(z,w, 1),Flying(z, y, x).
3. Ans← Passenger(18, smith, 18).

The first query is open, i.e. with free variables and contains a join, and no constants. The second
query is open, contains joins, and also constants, like the query in Section 4. The third query is
boolean, i.e. it does not have free variables. All these queries fall in the class of Tree-queries for
which CQA is tractable under key constraints [39]. However, since we are also considering RICs,
which are repaired by inserting tuples with null values, it is not possible to use the polynomial
time algorithm for CQA presented in [39].

6.2. Experimental Results
In the charts, RQ indicates the straightforward evaluation of the repair program combined

with the query program, whereas its magic sets optimization is indicated with MS. Figure 8
shows the running time for the first query in the two instances. We can see that MS is faster
than the straightforward evaluation of programs in both database instances. Indeed, for every
percentage of inconsistency, the MS methodology returns answers in less than twenty seconds (in
both database instances), while the straightforward evaluation returns answers after fifty seconds
when the database presents 3% of inconsistent tuples, in database instance D1, and after fifty
seconds when the level of inconsistencies is higher than 1% in the second instance. Moreover,
the execution time of the MS methodology is almost invariant with respect to percentage of
inconsistency. Despite the absence of constants in the query, MS offers a substantial improvement
because the magic program essentially keeps only the rules and relations that are relevant to the
query, which reduces the ground instantiation of the program by DLV.

Figure 9 shows the execution time for the second, partially-ground query in both database
instances. Again, MS computes answers much faster than the straightforward evaluation. In the
first instance, for percentages smaller than 5% (and equal) of inconsistent tuples, MS returns
answers in less than 25 seconds. When the level of inconsistencies is 10%, MS starts returning
answers in 6 minutes. In the second instance, MS has a good performance for percentages of
inconsistencies smaller than 5% (and equal). With a higher percentage, MS becomes slower, but
it is still better than the straightforward evaluation. In particular, when the level of inconsistency
is 10% of 10,000 tuples, MS returns answers after 1 hour. However, a direct evaluation of the
programs produces answers after 6000 minutes (100 hours approx.). The better performance of
MS is due to the occurrence of constants in the query, which the magic rules push down to the
database relations. This causes less tuples to be imported into DLV, and the ground instantiation
of the magic program is reduced (with respect to the original program).

Figure 10 shows the execution time for the third, boolean conjunctive query in both database
instances. This query asks for a tuple that is involved in inconsistencies of a functional depen-
dency, and therefore, the consistent answer to this query is no. In this case, the direct evaluation
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Figure 8: Running Time for the Conjunctive Query with Free Variables
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Figure 9: Running Time for the Partially-Ground Conjunctive Query with Free Variables

of the repair and query program, and the evaluation with magic sets show an excellent perfor-
mance, but again, MS computes answers much faster than the straightforward evaluation. This
good performance can be due to the fact that the atom Passenger(18, smith, 18), in the query,
is involved in inconsistencies, and then, the Ans atom is not true in every stable model of the
programs. Then, DLV stops the computation of the query when it finds a stable model that does
not contain Ans.

Furthermore, MS shows an excellent scalability for databases that present less than 5% of in-
consistent tuples. For instance, MS computes answers to conjunctive queries with free variables,
and to boolean queries from database instances D1 and D2 in less than thirty seconds, even with
a database D2 that contains twice as many tuples as D1.

7. Conclusions

We have seen that the ConsEx system computes database repairs and consistent answers to
first-order queries (and beyond) by evaluation of logic programs with stable model semantics
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Figure 10: Running Time for the Boolean Conjunctive Query

that specify both the repairs and the query. In order to make query answering more efficient in
practice, ConsEx implements a sound and complete magic set technique for disjunctive repair
programs with program constraints. Moreover, ConsEx takes advantage of the smooth interaction
between the logic programming environment and the database management systems (DBMS), as
enabled by DLV. In this way, it is possible to exploit capabilities of the DBMS, such as storing
and indexing, and the capabilities of DLV to compute stable models. Furthermore, bringing the
whole database into DLV, to compute repairs and consistent answers, is quite inefficient. In our
case, it is possible to keep the instance in the database, while only the relevant data is imported
into the logic programming system.

The excellent performance exhibited by the magic sets techniques makes us think that CQA
is viable and can be used in practical cases. Most likely, real databases do not contain such a high
percentage of inconsistent data as those used in our experiments. However, we should notice that
CQA has a high intrinsic data complexity [12, 27, 56]. In consequence, there are intrinsic limits
on what a system like ConsEx (and others for CQA) can achieve in terms of performance.

The methodology for CQA based on repair logic programs as implemented in ConsEx is more
general than those that have been proposed and implemented so far. It covers all the queries and
ICs found in usual database practice and more. Implementations of other systems for CQA have
been reported before. The Queca system [25] implements the query rewriting methodology pre-
sented in [4], and can be used with universal ICs with at most two database atoms (plus built-ins)
and projection-free conjunctive queries. The system Hippo [27] implements first-order query
rewriting based on graph-theoretic methods. It works for denial constraints and inclusion de-
pendencies under a tuple deletion repair semantics, and projection-free conjunctive queries. The
system ConQuer [38] implements CQA for key constraints and a non-trivial class of conjunctive
queries with projections. Comparisons in terms of performance between ConsEx and these more
specialized and optimized systems, for the specific classes of ICs and queries they can handle,
still have to be made. Since these systems are specialized (actually, implemented) for certain
classes of queries and ICs, they are likely to exhibit a better performance than ConsEx for their
classes.

In ConsEx, consistency checking of databases with SQL null values and repairs that appeal
to SQL null values both follow the precise and general semantics introduced in [16]. However,
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when queries are answered in ConsEx, after the repair and MS programs have been generated,
the query answer semantics is the usual logic programming semantics that treats nulls as any
other constant. A semantics for query answering in the presence of SQL nulls that is compatible
with null-based SQL IC satisfaction and repair semantics used in ConsEx is proposed in [17].
Its implementation in ConsEx corresponds to ongoing and future work. We also leave for future
work the extension of CQA to broader classes of queries, in particular, to aggregate queries by
means of logic programs as done in [23].

Surveys of CQA can be found in [10, 12, 28]. There are different repair semantics in the
literature. Some comparisons between them can be found in [2, 50]. ConsEx implements the
“classic” repair semantics based on minimality under set inclusion of sets of inserted or deleted
tuples, namely the one introduced and investigated in [4], and the most studied in the CQA liter-
ature. A different repair semantics emerges if these sets of tuples is minimized under cardinality.
In [5], although devoted mainly to the classic repair semantics, it is indicated how answer set
programs with weak program constraints [47] can be used to specify repairs.

In [27] the database instance is assumed to be possibly incorrect but complete, then repairs
are obtained by deletion of tuples only, i.e. the insertion of new tuples is not considered as an
option to restore consistency. It is straightforward to write down repair programs to capture these
repairs. The same applies to the repair semantics in [19], where the database instance is assumed
to be possibly incorrect and incomplete, then functional dependencies are repaired by deletion,
and referential ICs by adding arbitrary elements of the domain.

In [11, 14, 37, 45, 58, 59] minimality associated to repairs is based on the cardinality of the
set of updates, i.e. changes of attributes values (as opposed to whole tuples). In [37] answer set
programs are used to specify repairs of this kind for census databases.

Other repair policies have been proposed in the recent literature. For example, specifying
founded repairs [24] by means of repairs programs as used by ConsEx seems to be easy to
do. It should be possible to specify the preferred repairs introduced in [57] by adding to repair
programs global preference criteria on the intended models. Preferences in answer programs
have been investigated, e.g. in [33, 18].

In [51] the repairs of a database with respect to denial constraints are represented by a disjunc-
tive database, which are finite sets of disjunctions of database facts. This approach is different
from a specification via answer set programs. The latter is much more general since it can handle
a broader class on ICs. Also a program layer for CQA can be easily added to the specification
of repairs. However, doing CQA on top of a specification of repairs via a disjunctive database
requires additional investigation.

It is important to mention that in the case of Data Warehouses (DWs), where efficiency in
query answering is vital, it is almost impossible to compute consistent answers to queries based
on database repairs. This is because DWs store terabytes of data; and, therefore, the computation
of repairs may be unfeasible. For this kind of databases a minimal repair should be chosen to be
materialized. In [13] CQA over inconsistent DWs with respect to a special class of constraints,
called strictness constraints, is analyzed. Also, in this paper a canonical consistent instance is
proposed, which is a new instance that consolidates information from all the repairs. In some
cases, this new instance may be a good candidate to be materialized and used to compute ap-
proximate answers to queries.
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